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The Institute for Health and Biomedical Innovation’s
$70 million state-of-the-art research facility at the
Kelvin Grove Urban Village was opened by Premier
Peter Beattie on 24 October 2006. The new building
with its open-plan design exemplifies QUT’s
commitment to research and scholarship that is
interdisciplinary, collaborative, and engaged with
the needs of the community.
The two spheres—the art work at the front of the
building—represent hydrogen and helium, the two
most abundant elements in the universe. Their
‘geodesic’ design is also the fundamental form of the
carbon known as C-60, which is being researched in
areas of focus for IHBI including medical diagnostics
and advanced polymers.
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report of the qut
Introduction
council for 2006
Major General Peter Arnison

I have great pleasure in presenting this report for the year ending 31 December 2006 to
the Honourable Rod Welford, Queensland Minister for Education and Training and Minister
for the Arts, as required by the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1977. The report also
addresses the requirements of the Australian Government’s Financial Statement Guidelines
for Australian Higher Education Providers for the 2006 Reporting Period.
As the cover of this annual report makes clear, the opening of the Institute of Health and
Biomedical Engineering (IHBI) building as part of the Kelvin Grove Urban Village was the
highlight of a busy year for QUT. The building is a stunning new home for QUT’s flagship
research institute. But it is also a powerful symbol of many of the University’s recent
achievements and future aspirations—of a major expansion of research capacity, and of
a commitment to challenging boundaries to engagement with geographical, professional
and intellectual communities.
The theme of engagement across teaching, research and service permeates this report
for 2006, the first year of the implementation of QUT’s engagement strategy. Engagement
in learning and teaching has emphasised student transition through initiatives such as the
First-Year Experience Program and QUT’s cooperation with community groups and other
educational providers as part of the Northern Corridor Educational Precinct based on the
QUT campuses at Carseldine and Caboolture. QUT’s four research institutes, which
consolidated their organisational structures and research agendas during 2006, provide
a powerful vehicle for engaged, user-led research and scholarship.
Throughout 2006 QUT sustained a strong financial position and continued its commitment
to good governance and management based on productive relationships between Council
members, the Vice-Chancellor and the staff of the University. The progress made in 2006,
documented in this report, has strengthened the foundations on which QUT will build in
future years.
I commend this report to all our partners and stakeholders, including staff, students, alumni,
donors, the professions, the business community, government, the media, and colleagues
in the education and research sectors.

Major General (Ret’d) Peter Arnison AC, CVO
Chancellor
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at a glance
Learning and teaching
•

Demand for QUT courses remained strong, with
the University again recording the highest share
of Queensland first preferences for undergraduate
courses as well as exceeding targets for high-achieving
school-leavers and for international higher degree
research students.

People and culture
•

A record 1491 students benefited from total payments
of $4.7 million under the range of equity scholarships
and bursaries available at QUT.

•

The work of individuals and units in fostering a peoplecentred culture was acknowledged particularly through
the award of an Order of Australia Medal to Col McCowan,
QUT’s Careers and Employment Manager; the conferral
of the title of Mature Age Employer Champion on the QUT
Human Resources Department; and renewal of QUT’s
status as Employer of Choice for Women.

•

QUT was one of the most successful universities
nationally in the inaugural round of the Carrick Institute’s
suite of programs and awards to support learning and
teaching in higher education, including the award of three
of only 11 Carrick fellowships.

•

•

Four priority programs to advance learning and teaching
across the University, including the First-Year Experience
Program, were designed, scoped and begun.

The number of women in senior positions reached onethird of the senior staff group, assisted by a substantial
rise in the number of female professors.

•

•

QUT, through the Business and Built Environment
and Engineering faculties, was appointed as one of
four international university partners in the Shell Project
Academy, which will provide project management training
to Shell employees globally.
The University successfully bid for an additional 95
Commonwealth-funded student places as part of a
strategy to address staffing shortages in the medical
and allied health professions.

Community engagement was a major focus with the
launch of the Engagement Incentive Fund, a program
of visits by international engagement experts, and the
preparation of a major engagement publication to be
launched in 2007.

•

Fundraising through the QUT Development Office totalled
$24.7 million, including a $15 million donation by The
Atlantic Philanthropies for the Centre for Physical Activity,
Health and Clinical Education building.
A motivational CD-ROM encouraging high-school students
from low socioeconomic backgrounds to apply for university
was developed and widely distributed to schools.

•

•

Research and innovation
•

•

•

The University performed well in major national competitive
research grant rounds, being ranked fourteenth among
Australian universities for the value of Australian Research
Council (ARC) discovery grants, ninth in ARC linkage
grants, and twelfth in National Health and Medical
Research Council grants awarded in 2006 for 2007.
The Institute for Health and Biomedical Innovation (IHBI)
transferred to a purpose-built, state-of-the-art facility at
Kelvin Grove while QUT’s three other research institutes
consolidated their organisational structures and research
agendas.

•

Professor Judith Clements, from IHBI and the Faculty
of Science, was named as one of Australia’s top 10
medical researchers for her work on prostate cancer.

•

The Faculty of Health received funding of $2.2 million
to establish a QUT-based Dementia Collaborative
Research Centre, while QUT is a core participant
in three new Cooperative Research Centres.

•

QUT’s commercialisation company, qutbluebox Pty Ltd,
was established and a foundation CEO appointed.
By the end of 2006, 23 new professorial appointments
had been funded from the University research budget
as part of the QUT Blueprint goal of building research
capacity in selected areas.

•



QUT’s research income for 2005 increased by 29 per
cent over the 2004 level to $36.7 million, and early data
indicates that income for 2006 will increase further
to around $45 million.

Finance and infrastructure
•

The opening of the IHBI building was the highlight of
major infrastructure work at Kelvin Grove, which also
included significant development of the KG Urban Village,
the completion of the Student Learning Support Centre,
and the beginning of construction on the Centre for
Physical Activity, Health and Clinical Education.

•

QUT further improved its strong financial position, with an
operating surplus of $20.2 million in 2006 and net assets
growing during the year by $97.1 million to $828.1 million.

•

The transition to a fully integrated planning and budgeting
methodology using accrual accounting and a modified
relative funding model was completed.

•

Use of the University’s facilities for ‘wireless’ computer
access increased significantly, peaking at more than 5000
student and staff users.

•

IT-based systems were introduced or upgraded in the
areas of student administration, online teaching and
student evaluation of teaching.

Introduction
From the Vice-Chancellor

Professor Peter Coaldrake, Vice-Chancellor

During 2006 QUT continued to pursue the aspirations set out in the QUT Blueprint (developed
in 2004). At a time of subdued national and international demand for university education in
Australia, QUT has been able to sustain demand and exceed targets for school-leavers and
high-achieving school-leavers in particular. QUT performed outstandingly in the first round of
Carrick Institute awards, and important advances were made in the focus on first-year students,
increased financial support for low-income students, strengthening student evaluation, and in
developing major new IT support systems.
In line with our Blueprint goals, progress was made in revitalising our academic workforce,
with 23 new professorial appointments made under University-wide research programs, and 35
early-career academics appointed under an expanded University-level recruitment and support
program. A series of visits by distinguished international academics, including some supported
by the Vice-Chancellor’s Distinguished Visitors program, further enhanced QUT’s scholarly
environment.
QUT’s research performance continues its extremely strong trajectory, with rapid growth
in income and development of several major research activities and facilities. The national
Research Quality Framework, to commence in April 2008, will have a major impact on the
distribution of research resources, and will embrace both research impact and academic
quality. Experience in the UK shows that there are risks for newer universities which have not
had the advantage of many years to build their academic research profiles. QUT’s targeted and
systematic expansion of research capacity, and our continued focus on collaborative and highimpact research, are aimed at ensuring that we can demonstrate the quality and relevance
of our work and underpin our aspirations for future research development.
The 2006 year was also marked by several milestones in the physical enhancement of QUT’s
campuses. The Institute for Health and Biomedical Innovation was officially opened in October,
and construction of the major new Student Learning Support Centre was substantially
completed. Construction also commenced on the Centre for Physical Activity, Health and
Clinical Education within the Kelvin Grove Urban Village. These developments have seen a
fundamental transformation of the Kelvin Grove campus, resulting in a dynamic, attractive and
exciting environment for staff and students and further reinforcing QUT’s physical presence
around the Brisbane CBD. Major systems development was also carried out during the year,
notably with the replacement of our student information management infrastructure.
Ensuring the sustainability, flexibility and quality of the University’s operations is a major
challenge at a time of subdued demand, continued pressure on government operating funding,
rapid growth in research and regular changes in government policy. Throughout 2006 QUT
sought to streamline its administrative and support activities, to manage risks appropriately and
to operate in a financially prudent manner. This is reflected in the University’s sound financial
position, and continued attention will be applied to ensure that QUT has the capacity and
resilience to flourish in the years ahead.
I would like to take this opportunity to recognise the strong and supportive governance role
of the QUT Council, and the commitment of the Chancellor and all members of the Council
to the endeavours of the University. Equally, I acknowledge the outstanding efforts of our
academic and professional staff. The pride and diligence they bring to their work, and to QUT,
are fundamentally important to our students and to sustaining the University’s partnerships
with business, industry, the professions and our alumni.

Professor Peter Coaldrake
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Governance
QUT governance

Evaluation and professional development

The University is established under the Queensland
University of Technology Act 1998 and operates within a
comprehensive framework of legislative and regulatory
requirements at the State and Commonwealth levels. The
University is also subject to the Australian Government’s
National Governance Protocols for Public Higher
Education Institutions.

In compliance with National Governance Protocol 4, QUT
Council has a framework for evaluating the performance of
Council and for the professional development of Council
members. Activities in 2006 included:

QUT fosters a culture of good governance, led by an
actively engaged governing body (QUT Council), and
supported by committed officers and a comprehensive
suite of policies and procedures, including the QUT
Governance Framework and the Council Charter.

QUT Council
QUT is governed by a Council of up to 22 members,
constituted in accordance with the Queensland University
of Technology Act 1998. Council consists of official,
appointed, elected and additional members. Appointed
and elected staff members serve a four-year term. Student
members serve a two-year term. Following changes
to the Act in 2005, two new student members were
elected by electronic ballot to Council in October 2006;
student members were previously nominated by the QUT
Student Guild.
Council’s current term runs from 21 November 2004 to
20 November 2008. In 2006, Council met seven times
for ordinary meetings, and also held a one-day workshop
in February that focused on governance and planning
issues. The functions and powers of Council are detailed
in Volume Two of this report.
In pursuing its role during 2006, Council:



•

contributed to and approved the revised QUT Blueprint
2011 and top-level strategic plans

•

approved the QUT triennial budget

•

considered annual reports on top-level plans and
corporate performance reports

•

conducted its annual review of the Schedule of Council
Authorities and Delegations

•

reviewed the QUT Related Parties Register (including risk
assessment) and considered regular reports from QUT
Enterprise Holdings Pty Ltd

•

considered a number of items relating to the future of
student services and the QUT Student Guild under
voluntary student unionism.

•

orientation activities for new members

•

individual meetings between the Chancellor and Council
members in October to evaluate performance and identify
development opportunities

•

participation by Council members in relevant activities in
the QUT Senior Management Development Program

•

sponsorship of four Council members to attend the
annual University Governance Conference in Canberra
in October
consideration of the results of 2005 Council committee
self-assessment reviews.

•

Council committees
Council has established a number of committees, detailed
on page 6, to assist in overseeing the various activities of
the University. Additional information is provided on Audit
and Risk Management Committee because of its special
role in corporate governance.
Full membership of these committees is provided in
Volume Two of this report. In addition, each faculty has
an academic board, chaired by the Executive Dean,
which reports to the University Academic Board. Faculty
academic boards have other standing and advisory
committees. Council committees are supported and
coordinated by Governance Services.

Introduction
Council membership and attendance in 2006

Chancellor (Chair)

Elected Academic Staff Members

Major General P Arnison (attended 7 meetings from 7 meetings)

Dr R Cope (7/7) Resigned 15 December 2006

AC, CVO (Retd), BEc DLaws Qld, DUniv QUT, DUniv Griff,
DLetters USQ, FAICD, ASIA

CertT SydTC, BEd(Hons) JCU, MEdSt Qld, PhD QUT
Practicum Academic Coordinator, School of Learning and
Professional Studies

Vice-Chancellor

Mr R Daniels (7/7)

Professor O P Coaldrake (7/7)

BA(SocWk) BA(Econ) MSPD Qld
Lecturer, School of Humanities and Human Services

BA(Hons) JCU, PhD Griff, FAIM, FRIPAA

Professor J Gough (7/7)
Nominees of the Governor in Council
Dr T Cutler (4/7)
BA(Hons) Melb, PhD NSW, DUniv QUT, FAIM, FIPA
Principal, Cutler and Company Pty Ltd

MSc PhD Well
Faculty of Information Technology

Associate Professor S Danby Commenced 16 December 2006
DipT QUT, BEdSt Qld, MEd Loyola, PhD Qld
School of Early Childhood

Mr K Hilless (6/7)
BE(Elec) Qld
Chairman, Ergon Energy

Elected Student Members

Mr S Keim (7/7) Deputy Chancellor

President, QUT Student Guild

BA LLB(Hons) Qld
Barrister, Higgins Chambers

Dr E Mellish (2/5) Resigned 19 September 2006

Ms R Leeks (6/6) Term completed 20 November 2006
Ms B McKee (6/6) Term completed 20 November 2006
General Secretary, QUT Student Guild

EdD(Leadership) QUT
Director, Mellish & Associates

Mr D Doran (1/1) Commenced 21 November 2006

Ms H Gluer (0/1) Commenced 25 October 2006

Ms N Locke (1/1) Commenced 21 November 2006

BComm Qld, MBA USQ, CPA
Chief Financial Officer, Brisbane City Council

Dr C Sarra (3/7)
DipTeach BEd MEd QUT, PhD Murd
Director, Institute for Indigenous Leadership and Development

Ms R Vilgan (7/7)
BBus QUT, DipSupMgt Macq, FASFA, FAICD
Chief Executive Officer, Government Superannuation Office
Executive Officer, QSuper

Professor A Kelso (6/7)
BSc(Hons) PhD Melb
Director, CRC for Vaccine Technology

Nominees of Council
Dr D McTaggart (6/7)

President, QUT Student Guild
General Secretary, QUT Student Guild

Elected Alumni Members
Mrs M-C Grady (6/7)
BBus(HRM) MBus QUT
Strategy Adviser, Human Resources, Suncorp

Dr G Drummond (7/7)
Dip(CEng) GradDip(BusAdmin) DUniv QUT, FAIE, MIEAUST, FAIM, MAICD
Professional Director

Secretary
Dr C Dickenson (7/7)
BBus QIT, PhD Qld
University Registrar and Secretary to Council

BEc ANU, MA PhD Chic, FAICD, FAIM
Chief Executive Officer, Queensland Investment Corporation

Mr H Nalder (6/7)
BBus(Acc) QUT, MICA, MASCPA, MAIMM
Consultant

There was one vacant Governor-in-Council position during 2006, as a
result of a delay in filling a casual vacancy from 2005, and the resignation
of a member in September 2006.

Elected Professional Staff Members
Mr M Waterworth (6/7) Resigned 15 December 2006
BSc(Hons) Lond, MSAGE-AU
Division of Technology, Information and Learning Support

Ms D Redfern (7/7)
BA WA, BA(Hons) GradCert(SciencesComm) CQU, DipEd Syd, MATEM
Project Officer, Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering

Mr C McCowan OAM Commenced 16 December 2006
CertT QUT, BEd DipPsych MEd Qld
Manager, Careers and Employment, Division of Administrative Services
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Introduction

Council committees and committee chairs (number of meetings in 2006 )
QUT Council

University
Academic Board
( UAB) (4)

Prof O P
Coaldrake,
Vice-Chancellor

Academic Policy
and Procedures
Committee (4)

Ms R Nash,
nominated by
Chair of UAB

Alumni Board ( 6 )

Mr B Hooker,
President of
Alumni

Appeals
Committee ( 5)

Dr D Field,
member of UAB
and Director of
Academic Policy
and Programs

Audit and Risk
Management
Committee ( 6 )

Ms R Vilgan,
member of
Council

Faculty
academic
boards* chaired
by deans

Chancellor’s
Committee ( 2)

Discipline
Review Panel ( 5)

Major General
P Arnison,
Chancellor

Prof A Pettitt,
Head of School
of Mathematical
Sciences

Teaching
and Learning
Committee (7)

University Research and innovation
Committee ( 5)

Prof D Gardiner,
Deputy
Vice-Chancellor
(Academic)

Honorary
Doctorates
Committee (1)

Pl anning and
Resources
Committee (7)

Major General
P Arnison,
Chancellor

Dr D McTaggart,
member of
Council

Prof A Sharma, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research and Commercialisation)

Physical
and Virtual
Steering
Committee ( 3)

Research Degrees Committee (11)

Prof O P
Coaldrake,
Vice-Chancellor

Prof R Wissler, Dean of Graduate Studies

* Faculty academic boards have other standing and advisory commitees.

Audit and Risk Management Committee
Audit and Risk Management Committee advises both
Council and the Vice-Chancellor, as accountable
officer, on the performance or discharge of functions
and duties under the Financial Administration and Audit
Act 1977, the Financial Management Standard 1997
and the University’s assurance and risk management
services charter. Audit and Risk Management
Committee’s main functions are to:
•

assess and contribute to the audit process including
evaluation and facilitation of the internal audit function

•

oversee and approve financial and operational
reporting
review business risk as reported, including
compliance, corruption and fraud.

•

Membership of the committee in 2006 was as follows:
External member with professional
accounting, financial or auditing expertise
nominated from or by Council (nominated as
Chair by Chancellor)
Ms R Vilgan (attended 6 of 6 meetings)
Chancellor
Major General P Arnison (attended 6 of 6 meetings)
External member with professional
accounting, financial or auditing expertise
nominated from or by Council
Mr H Nalder (attended 4 of 6 meetings)
The Vice-Chancellor, the Executive Director (Finance and Resource
Planning), the Director (Assurance and Risk Management Services),
and such other persons as determined by Audit and Risk Management
Committee have rights of audience and debate but are not members
of the committee.

Vice-Chancellor
Prof O P Coaldrake (attended 3 of 6 meetings)
Director, Assurance and Risk Management
Services
Ms S Patel (attended 6 of 6 meetings)
Executive Director, Finance and Resource
Planning
Mr P Sullivan (attended 6 of 6 meetings)

The Committee met six times in 2006, and staff from
the Queensland Audit Office attended two meetings.
There was one vacant position of external member with
professional accounting, financial or auditing expertise
nominated from or by Council during the whole of 2006.



Governance framework and functions

Assurance and Risk Management Services

Ethical conduct and social responsibility

Assurance and Risk Management Services assists the
University to achieve its corporate goals by providing
independent analysis, appraisals, recommendations,
counsel and information on the University’s systems of
internal control, risk management and performance quality.
Assurance and Risk Management Services is a unit within the
QUT Chancellery that reports to the Vice-Chancellor and is
functionally responsible to the Audit and Risk Management
Committee of Council.

QUT has a number of policy frameworks to encourage a
culture of ethical conduct and social responsibility:
•

The QUT Governance Framework clarifies how the
structures, policies and practices of the University
are integrated and details the roles of Council and
management. A priority of Audit and Risk Management
Committee during 2006 was to ensure that the framework
also expresses QUT’s recognition of its obligation to act in
a socially responsible manner.

•

The QUT Code of Conduct applies to all employees of
the University and to other ‘officers’ such as external
committee members, adjunct and visiting academics, and
volunteers acting on behalf of QUT.

•

The QUT Corporate Governance Guidelines provide
guidance for members of Council and University-level
committees in discharging their responsibilities in an
ethical and committed manner, including procedures for
resolving conflicts of interest.
The QUT Code of Conduct for Research sets out
the obligations on all University researchers, staff and
students to comply with the ethical framework governing
research at the University and other relevant institutional
and regulatory requirements.

•

The University Animal Ethics Committee, established in
accordance with relevant State legislation and national
protocols, reviews all teaching and research activities
involving animals. The University Human Research Ethics
Committee, established in accordance with relevant
national protocols, reviews all research involving humans.
The University’s Biosafety Committee ensures relevant
activity complies with the requirements of the national
Gene Technology Regulator.
A register of disclosed interests assists Council members,
members of University-level committees, and staff involved
in University-level matters to identify in advance interests
that may come into conflict with those of the University.
The University also has specific policies on conflicts of
interest related to research activities and gifts.
No public interest disclosures were received and
investigated under the Whistleblowers Protection Act 1994
in 2006.

In July 2006, the responsibility for coordinating risk
management University-wide was transferred from Corporate
Performance to Assurance and Risk Management Services
and the new role of Senior Consultant Risk Management was
established and filled.
Details of major activities by Assurance and Risk
Management Services during 2006 are included in Volume
Two of this report.
Compliance Program

The University’s Compliance Program plays an important part
in corporate governance by ensuring that QUT complies with
all relevant legislation and other obligations. The program
includes a register of obligations, an annual compliance
reporting process including risk assessment, and an active
communication strategy incorporating targeted education
and training activities. Reporting on the Compliance Program
is on a quarterly basis to Audit and Risk Management
Committee.
The register currently includes 102 specific obligations,
88 of which are legislatively based; 38 obligations are
Commonwealth based, 63 Queensland based, and one
University based.
In 2006, 30 staff members were identified as responsible
officers under the Compliance Program. Sections with
the heaviest compliance responsibilities include Facilities
Management, Financial Services, Human Resources, and the
faculties of Built Environment and Engineering, and Health.
Manual of policies and procedures

All University-level policies are contained in the Manual of
Policies and Procedures (MOPP), an online policy framework
which is accessible to all staff and students. The MOPP also
contains the University’s statutes, rules, Council procedures
and the Schedule of Authorities and Delegations which
details all authorities of Council and the Vice-Chancellor and
their delegations.
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All policies are reviewed on a regular basis by responsible
officers. Major policy review and development in 2006
included:
•

revision of the QUT Governance Framework including
QUT’s vision, goals and organisational values

•

revision of course development and other academic
policies including significant work on policies relating
to research

•

amendment of policies and student rules as a result of
voluntary student unionism legislation

•

development of a new framework for international
policies including regional reference groups, international
cooperation agreements, international recruitment
representatives and student exchange
revision of various financial and human resources policies.

•

Commercial entities
QUT has a wholly owned subsidiary, QUT Enterprise
Holdings Pty Ltd (QEH). During 2006, QEH established its
second wholly owned subsidiary, the commercialisation
company QUT Innovation Pty Ltd. In November 2006 Mr
Michael Finney was appointed Chief Executive Officer of
this company, and the name of the company was changed
to qutbluebox Pty Ltd. The QUT Innovation Trust also
changed its name to qutbluebox Trust.
qutbluebox Pty Ltd has direct responsibility for the
management of commercialisation activities for the
University’s faculties and institutes. Under an agreed
management and governance framework, qutbluebox Pty
Ltd makes decisions about registration and use of the
University’s intellectual property and the establishment
of spin-off companies. Additionally the company acts as
an interface between the University and external parties
seeking access to QUT’s intellectual property. The
inaugural meeting of the qutbluebox Board was held in
December 2006. As at 31 December 2006 qutbluebox Pty
Ltd had two employees.

The Director of QUT’s Governance Services Unit,
Sarah Johnstone, was one of three finalists in the
public sector organisation category of the inaugural
Governance Professional of the Year Awards. The
awards, which are conducted by Chartered Secretaries
Australia, recognise practitioners whose attributes
and achievements are the hallmarks of best practice in
governance. Ms Johnstone has played a major role over
many years in developing best-practice governance
initiatives at QUT and in advising senior management
and QUT Council on governance matters.



QUT’s interests in a number of commercial entities are
detailed in Volume Two of this report. These interests
are monitored throughout the year and Council receives
regular assessments of their progress.

QUT planning and quality frameworks
The QUT Quality Framework formalises the various
embedded quality assurance processes within the
University. The framework is applied primarily within the
University’s annual planning cycle that has at its centre
the QUT Blueprint and the four top-level plans. Reports
against each of these plans are presented in this report.
Corporate reviews of major organisational units and
functions are also an important quality assurance
process. The faculties of Science, Business, and
Information Technology were subject to formal review
during 2006. Each review was undertaken by a panel
chaired by an external member of QUT Council, and
comprising a predominantly external membership. A
wide range of people from the QUT community including
academic and professional staff, students, alumni and
external stakeholders provided input to the reviews.
Each review resulted in a series of commendations
and recommendations for consideration by University
Academic Board, Planning and Resources Committee,
and QUT Council. Formal plans to address the findings of
the reviews are being developed and implemented by the
three faculties.

realising QUt’s
vision and goals
The QUT Blueprint 2011 is the University’s five-year
institutional strategic plan. It stands at the centre of a
planning process that is underpinned by the QUT Quality
Framework and based on a continuous cycle of Plan/
Implement/Review/Improve. The QUT Blueprint, revised
during 2006 to reflect changes in the higher education
environment, specifies QUT’s vision and goals.
QUT is a leading university of technology which aims
to strengthen its distinctive national and international
reputation by combining academic strength with practical
engagement with the world of the professions, industry,
government, and the broader community.

As part of the review of the QUT Blueprint during 2006,
the University adopted a revised set of corporate values.
QUT values:
•

a service orientation which is client focused, reliable and
responsive to the needs of both the University and relevant
external communities

•

scholarship, learning and achievement in all student and
staff endeavours

•

engagement with and responsiveness to its diverse internal
and external communities

•

social justice and equal opportunity in education and
employment

•

a safe, supportive and healthy working environment which
supports work/life balance

•

honesty, integrity and ethical behaviour and practices
a spirit of experimentation, innovation, entrepreneurialism
and client service.

In line with this aim, QUT’s overall vision for the future is:
•

•

•

to provide outstanding learning environments and
programs that lead to excellent outcomes for graduates,
enabling them to work in and guide a world characterised
by increasing change
to undertake high-impact research and development in
selected areas, at the highest international standards,
reinforcing our applied emphasis and securing significant
commercial and practical outcomes
to strengthen and extend our strategic partnerships with
professional and broader communities to reflect both our
academic ambitions and our civic responsibility.
Five key goals will guide QUT’s progress towards attaining
this vision:

•

to build our research capacity in selected areas

•

to strengthen our reputation for quality teaching
and learning and provide among the best learning
environments in Australia

•

to strengthen our ‘real-world’ positioning in teaching and
research through better partnerships across internal and
external boundaries

•

to integrate information and communications technology
into our teaching, research, business support functions
and infrastructure
to develop environments that foster and reward highquality scholarship and that build a sense of community.

•

•

Flowing from the QUT Blueprint are QUT’s top-level plans for
•

Learning and Teaching

•

Research and Innovation

•

People and Culture
Finance and Infrastructure.

•

The revised Blueprint includes recalibrated key
performance indicators for each of the top-level plans.
As part of the planning process the University has also
adopted an International Strategy and an Information
Technology Strategy; beginning in 2007, a Space
Management Strategy provides strategic direction for the
planning and deployment of space.
The following pages offer detailed summaries of
achievements against the objectives and key performance
indicators in each of the four top-level plans, the IT Strategy,
and the International Strategy.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) relate to the five QUT Blueprint goals.
Abbreviations:
CEQ: Course Experience Questionnaire
EFTSL: Equivalent Full-Time Student Load
FT/FFT: Full-Time/Fractional Full-Time
GDS: Graduate Destinations Survey
HDR: Higher Degree (Research)
PREQ: Postgraduate Research Experience Questionnaire
SES: Socioeconomic Status

Research Capacit y
To build our research capacity in selected areas
HDR Completions
(Unweighted)

HDR EFTSL
(Unweighted)

50

1500

300

1000

40

1400

250

900

30

1300

200

800

20

1200

10

1100

$m

data unavailable

Weighted Research
Publications

150
100

700
600

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06

05
04

Target
data unavailable 06
05
04

Research
Income

LE ARNING AND TE ACHING
To strengthen our reputation for quality teaching and learning and provide
among the best learning environments in Australia
Yr 12 OP1 and
OP2 Enrolments

University
Attrition

Commencing Int.
Fee-Paying EFTSL

Commencing FeePaying Domestic EFTSL

400

3000

300

13

2250

1200

350

2750

250

12

2000

1100

300

2500

200

11

1750

1000

250

2250

150

10

1500

900

Year 12
Enrolments

QTAC First
Preference

Student-Staff
Ratio

GDS Positive
Outcomes

CEQ Overall
Satisfaction

PREQ

4500

16000

23

90

45

60

4000

15000

22

85

40

55

3500

14000

21

80

35

50

3000

13000

20

75

30

45

%

Target
06
05
04

05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06

05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

10

Target
06
05
04

Target
data unavailable 06
05
04

Low SES
EFTSL

Target
06

Indigenous
EFTSL

partnership and engagement
To strengthen our real-world positioning in teaching and research through
better partnerships across internal and external boundaries
Faculty EFTSL
taught by other
faculties

Double and joint
degree EFTSL

External Service
Income
(Non-research)

24

5000

40

23

4500

30

22

4000

20

21

3500

10
$m

%

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

organisational profile
To develop environments that foster and reward high-quality scholarship
and that build a sense of community
Indigenous
FT/FFT

Women in senior
positions

Young people
FT/FFT

Research
only FT/FFT

40

36

200

280

30

34

150

240

20

32

100

200

10

30

50

160

%
Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

finance and infrastructure
To integrate information and communication technology into our
teaching, research, business support functions and infrastructure
Economic
Dependency

Operating
Margin

Employment costs
as % of Revenue

Liquidity
Ratio

65

10

60

4.0:1

10

60

8

58

3.0:1

8

55

6

56

2.0:1

6

50

4

54

1.0:1

4

%

%

Student Technology
Access*

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

Target
06
05
04

*Of those seeking to
use campus PC labs,
the number of
students per PC
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Vice-Chancellor
Professor Peter Coaldrake

INSTITUTES

FACULTIES

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Academic)
Professor David Gardiner

Institute for Creative
Industries
and Innovation

•
•
•

Director,
Professor Greg Hearn

Academic Policy and Programs
Oodgeroo Unit
Executive Deans of Faculties

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(International and Development)
Institute of Health and
Biomedical Innovation

Professor Vi Mclean

Executive Director,
Professor Ross young

•

•

•
•
•

Information Security
Institute
General Manager,
Mr Eric Hall

INSTITUTES

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research and Commercialisation)
Professor Arun Sharma
•
•

Institute for
Sustainable
Resources
Director,
Mr Mike Hefferan

Development
International Relations
QUT International
QUT International College
QUT Precincts

Commercial Services
Research and Research Training

Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Technology, Information and
Learning Support)
professor Tom Cochrane
•
•
•
•

Information Technology Services
Library Services
QUT Printing Services
Teaching and Learning Support Services

Executive Director
(Finance and Resource Planning)
Mr Peter Sullivan
•
•
•

Corporate Performance
Financial Services
Strategic Information and Analysis

Registrar and Head
Administrative Services
Dr Carol Dickenson
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equity
Facilities Management
Human Resources
Marketing and Communication
Governance Services
Student Business Services
Student Support Services

Executive Office
Assurance and Risk Management Services

Professor Sandra Harding
resigned from her role as
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(International and
Development) in October
2006 to take up appointment
as Vice-Chancellor, James
Cook University.

ATN member
QUT is a member of the Australian
Technology Network (ATN) of
universities that share QUT’s vocational
heritage and applied nature. Other
members are the University of
Technology Sydney, RMIT University,
the University of South Australia and
Curtin University of Technology.

CRC participants
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In addition to the four Cooperative
Research Centres based at QUT and
shown in this chart, the University is
a participant in another eight CRCs:
Advanced Automotive Technology,
Polymers, Poultry, Railway Engineering
and Technology, Spatial Information,
Sugar Innovation, Smart Services, and
National Plant Biosecurity.

HOW WE ARE ORGANISED

FACULTIES
Built Environment and Engineering
Executive Dean,
Professor Martin Betts
•
•
•

Design
Engineering Systems
Urban Development

•
•

Cooperative Research Centre for Construction Innovation
Cooperative Research Centre for Engineering Asset Management

Business
Executive Dean,
Professor Peter Little
•
•
•
•
•

Accountancy
Advertising, Marketing and Public Relations
Economics and Finance
Management
Brisbane Graduate School of Business

•
•

Australian Centre for Business Research
Centre of Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies

Creative Industries
Executive Dean,
Professor Susan Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acting and Technical Production
Communication Design
Creative Writing and Cultural Studies
Dance
Fashion
Film and Television
Journalism
Media and Communication
Music and Sound
Performance Studies
Visual Arts

•
•

Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and Innovation
Cooperative Research Centre for Interaction Design

Education
Acting executive Dean,
Professor Wendy Patton
•
•
•
•

Cultural and Language Studies in Education
Early Childhood
Learning and Professional Studies
Mathematics, Science and Technology
Education

•

Centre for Learning Innovation

•

Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety—Qld
Centre for Health Research
Centre for Palliative Care Research and Education
National Centre for Classification in Health
Collaborative Research Centre for Dementia

Health
Executive Dean,
Professor Ken Bowman
•
•
•
•
•

Human Movement Studies
Nursing
Optometry
Psychology and Counselling
Public Health

•
•
•
•

Information Technology
Executive Dean,
Professor Simon Kaplan
•
•

Software Engineering and Data Communications
Information Systems

Law
Executive Dean,
Professor Michael Lavarch
•
•
•

Justice Studies
Law School
Legal Practice

•

Law and Justice Research Centre

•

Centre for Social Change Research

•

Cooperative Research Centre for Diagnostics
Science Research Centre

QUT Northern Campuses
Executive director,
Associate professor jane williamson
•

Humanities and Human Services

Science Faculty
Executive Dean,
Professor Margaret Britz
•
•
•
•

Life Sciences
Mathematical Sciences
Natural Resource Sciences
Physical and Chemical Sciences

•
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the world in which
we operate
Where we’ve come from

The changing environment

The strands of QUT’s institutional history stretch back
to the foundations of vocational and teacher education
in Queensland in the mid-nineteenth century and are
reflected today in the University’s commitment to realworld relevance in its teaching and research. In 1989 QUT
was established by an Act of the Queensland Parliament
that redesignated the Queensland Institute of Technology
(QIT) as a university. In 1990 Brisbane College of
Advanced Education amalgamated with QUT.

The proposed Research Quality Framework (RQF) looms
large on the higher education policy scene. The RQF is
scheduled to take place in 2008, and is likely to have
a major impact on the allocation of Federal funding for
research. Since March 2007 has been nominated as
the cut-off point for research assessment, the 2006
year provided a window of opportunity for Australian
universities to consolidate and strengthen their research
profiles and capacity in advance of the RQF exercise.

Where we are now
QUT is an Australian university with a global outlook,
striving to create an international learning environment.
With 38 000 students and more than 3000 staff, the
University is richly diverse and multicultural, teaching
Australians from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous
backgrounds and international students from more than
80 countries.
Academic programs range from university certificate
through to doctoral level, with most enrolments in bachelor
degrees. Undergraduate courses aim to give students
a balance of theory and practical experience to prepare
them for professional employment. As a ‘university for
the real world’ QUT emphasises the employability of
graduates and the applied nature of its research. This
approach is reflected in the sustained strong demand for
QUT’s courses, success in collaborative research, and
extensive community engagement. QUT continues to
receive the largest share of first-preference applications
for undergraduate courses in Queensland. About one-third
of students attend part-time, bringing valuable real-world
perspectives into the classroom.
As a university of technology, QUT faces expectations
about its use of technology, and has course and research
profiles that demand high levels of technological
integration. The University seeks to use information
and communication technologies in ways that pervade
its academic work and supporting activities. It aims to
develop relevant skills and capabilities in graduates and
staff to enable them to use technology productively as
members of the University and wider communities.
QUT has an annual budget of $483 million (2006) and
operates from four campuses: Gardens Point and Kelvin
Grove in Brisbane’s CBD, and Carseldine and Caboolture
in the growth corridor stretching north of the city.
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The Learning and Teaching Performance Fund has been
developed by the Federal Government as a parallel
means of rewarding and supporting university teaching,
but its methodology has proved indirect, complex and
contentious, and no clear direction has emerged as to
how universities might best respond. QUT has chosen
to continue its focus on improving teaching quality and
student support and to address areas where student
satisfaction is weaker than national averages.
The ageing of the academic population is an international
phenomenon which is more pronounced in some discipline
areas than in others but which overall constitutes a major
risk. Australian universities will, over the next few years,
face large numbers of retirements and high levels of
competition for high-quality replacement staff nationally,
internationally and with the professions they serve.
Continued pressure on public funding is likely to place
major constraints on the ability of universities to meet their
strategic aspirations while competing for new academics.

learning and
Introduction
teaching plan
Professor David Gardiner, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic)

Highlights
•

•

•

•

•

Outcomes and achievements against
objectives of 2005 –2009 plan

Demand for QUT courses remained strong in the 2006
entry round. The University exceeded its Year 12 schoolleaver target, its target for Year 12 OP1 and OP2 students,
and its international higher degree research student target.
QUT had the highest share of Queensland first preferences
for undergraduate courses.
QUT was successful in winning teaching citations,
Australian University Teaching Awards, project grants,
and both Senior and Associate Fellowships in the Carrick
Institute’s inaugural suite of programs to advance learning
and teaching in Australian higher education. QUT’s
performance ranked third overall nationally and first in the
prestigious Carrick Fellowship category.
Improved student evaluation survey instruments were
developed, and a revised student evaluation policy for
QUT units and teachers was trialled successfully in 2006
in preparation for universal roll-out from 2007.

Objective 1. QUT will provide high-quality learning
environments and experiences to foster and support
effective student learning.
QUT emphasised three themes within its broader learning
and teaching agenda during 2006:
1.

The FYE Program brings together a number of initiatives
to improve the quality of the student experience at QUT
in the critical first year. Professor Sally Kift was appointed
as Project Director in August and a forum in October
discussed FYE issues, with a focus on teaching and
engaged learning.
2.

The QUT First-Year Experience Program was launched
in August as a priority project led by a professorial-level
project director.
Four QUT Teaching and Learning Priority programs
were designed, scoped and begun in 2006, incorporating
10 projects aimed at improving practice and ensuring
quality and relevance in students’ learning experiences
both for the long term and to address shortfalls in QUT’s
performance in the national Learning and Teaching
Performance Fund program.

•

Corporate education programs attracted an increased
number of students with a corresponding growth in
staff expertise in the design and management of these
programs. QUT’s appointment as one of four international
university partners in the Shell Project Academy is a major
boost for corporate education.

•

Twelve projects that support institutional learning and
teaching priority areas identified in the QUT Blueprint
received development grants with total funding of $420 000.

•

QUT was successful in gaining an additional 95
Commonwealth-supported student places in July as
part of a strategy to address state and national staffing
shortages in the medical and allied health professions.

•

QUT is the lead institution in a project funded by the
Commonwealth’s Collaboration and Structural Reform
Program to develop a national postgraduate curriculum in
plant biosecurity.

•

Significant investment was made in developing and
implementing the Student and Academic Management
System, the Evaluation Management System, and the
Learning Management System, to support teaching
and learning.

Transition: the First-Year Experience (FYE) Program

Transition: out of the University to the workplace and
professional practice
Transition to the workplace was emphasised through work
on reviewing capstone units within majors and courses,
integrating the ePortfolio (which allows students to collect
material and record experiences that can be used in job
applications), and online careers planning.

3.

Real-world learning experiences
The real-world dimension of student learning experiences
was emphasised through work on increasing student
opportunities for real-world problem solving, professional
practice, internships and work experience, and on better
integrating these opportunities into the formal structure of
courses and assessment.
Courses and curriculum

Consistent with a strategy of rationalising the number
of course offerings, 25 fewer courses were offered across
the University in 2006 than in 2005, a reduction of
18 per cent. The roll-out of new undergraduate courses
in Built Environment and Engineering, and Creative
Industries, entailed a significant reduction in the number
of bachelor-level degrees in both faculties. The Faculty
of Information Technology introduced innovative courses
in Corporate Systems Management, and Games and
Interactive Entertainment, which were well received by
students. Postgraduate courses in the Business Faculty
were refreshed.
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Professor Sally Kift, who was appointed to
lead QUT’s First-Year Experience Program
during 2006, with first-year student Jason Dudley
at the Gardens Point campus. The program
brings together a number of projects to offer
a holistic evidence-based approach to issues
facing first-year students.

QUT sought and won during 2006 an additional 95
Commonwealth-supported places to commence in 2007.
These places primarily address shortages in the medical
and allied health professions and will be allocated as
follows:
•

Master of Clinical Psychology, Carseldine (5 places)

•

Bachelor of Applied Science (Medical Science),
Gardens Point (10)

•

Bachelor of Biomedical Science, Gardens Point (10)

•

Bachelor of Engineering (Aerospace Avionics),
Gardens Point (5)

•

Bachelor of Health Science (Paramedic),
Kelvin Grove (40)
Bachelor of Health Science (Public Health)/Bachelor of
Applied Science (Human Movement Studies),
Kelvin Grove (25)

•

Corporate programs

The importance of developing and delivering programs
to students within corporate and professional cohorts
has achieved greater recognition across the University.
The Education and Health faculties already have a strong
focus on corporate education with, for example, 184
offshore Malaysian students taking a customised program
in Education. QUT’s successful bid to be one of four
international universities chosen to participate in the Shell
Project Academy will be a significant boost to corporate
education in the Built Environment and Engineering,
and Business faculties.
New learning and teaching spaces

The Student Learning Support Centre at Kelvin Grove,
which was completed during 2006, includes a 480-seat
lecture theatre, a 24-hour student computer laboratory,
and accommodation for a range of student support
services. Innovative teaching spaces, including the
collaborative working spaces for students on Level 9 of Z
Block on the Gardens Point campus, were developed
and refurbished during 2006.
Major systems developments

Progress was made during 2006 in developing or
improving systems which will have a major impact on
the learning and teaching environment:
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Student and Academic Management System (SAMS)

SAMS was selected in 2006 as the new student system
to replace Callista and work began on implementing
the new system. Based on TechnologyOne’s Student
Management product, SAMS will help the University to
review and improve policies and processes in areas such
as curriculum and student administration to better support
learning and teaching.
Learning Management System

In 2006, QUT reviewed its home-grown online learning
system and decided to replace the current system with a
commercial Learning Management System (Blackboard
Academic Suite). The benefits of the new system include:
•

advanced functionality in several areas

•

ability to extend the system with open source, shareware
and commercial extensions

•

ease of use and accessibility

•

opportunity to participate in a regional, national and
global community of system users and developers

•

availability of open programming interfaces to assist in
the integration of the application with other online learning
tools and related administration systems at QUT
fewer resources required to maintain and develop
the system.

•

The University is undertaking detailed planning to ensure a
smooth transition to the new system.
Evaluation Management System (EMS)

The University is considering improvements to the EMS
to accommodate the move to universal, student-initiated
teaching evaluations.
CORBIS

CORBIS is an ongoing project to improve processes for
developing, approving and publishing information about
academic courses and units. During 2006 work continued
on the project, which may be affected by other systems
developments including SAMS.

The new Bachelor of Games and Interactive
Entertainment has proved one of QUT’s most
popular courses. Pictured are computer games
research student Penny Drennan with Faculty of
Information Technology undergraduate studies
director Ruth Christie.

Objective 2. QUT graduates will have knowledge
and skills which equip them for a world characterised
by increasing globalisation and economic, social
and environmental change.

expressions of interest from Executive Deans, initial
funding of approximately $270 000 was provided for three
projects, each supported by a multi-faculty partnership,
addressing the first-year experience, capstone units and
transition to work, and real-world learning experiences.

Curriculum development

As part of the rationalisation and refreshment of their
courses, faculties introduced new minors in areas such
as work-integrated learning, Indigenous studies, and
international issues.
Indigenising the curriculum

The Oodgeroo Unit, in conjunction with staff from Teaching
and Learning Support Services, continued to make a
deep impact on the learning of students in the Faculty of
Education core unit, Culture Studies: Indigenous Studies.
Team members were finalists in the Australian Awards
for University Teaching in 2005 and nominated by QUT
for the Carrick Institute’s Neville Bonner Award in 2006.
The Oodgeroo Unit worked with all faculties to promote
Indigenous perspectives in the curriculum.
Teaching and Learning Development Projects

Small Grants

During the first half of 2006, selection criteria were
reviewed for QUT’s Teaching and Learning Development
Small Grants. A call for applications was made in August
for a grant round targeting the following areas:
•

authentic learning experiences

•

transition to university (first-year experience) and to
employment (work-integrated learning)

•

evaluation (closing the loop on student feedback)

•

assessment (particularly criteria-referenced assessment)

•

Indigenous perspectives in the curriculum

•

international focus in the curriculum (content, pedagogy
or assessment)
meaningful integration of ICT (online teaching and
learning, mobile technologies/wireless).

•

Funding was provided for nine projects to a total value
of more than $150 000.
Large Grants

A new approach to the Teaching and Learning
Development Large Grant Scheme was introduced in
2006 to allow the University to focus on a smaller number
of issues likely to make a difference to student learning
and consistent with QUT Blueprint priorities. Following

Objective 3. QUT’s academic teaching staff will have
the knowledge and capabilities to facilitate effective
student learning.
Student evaluations

QUT is committed to implementing a systematic approach
to student evaluation of teaching, units and whole courses
as a way of providing key information to guide staff and
management in facilitating effective student learning.
Student-activated surveys of all units were undertaken in
Weeks 9 –10 in both semesters of 2006 via QUT Virtual.
The results have led to specific improvement initiatives and
local recognition of good teaching.
A new student evaluation instrument, the Learning
Experience Survey (LEX), was developed during 2006
for universal application from 2007. LEX is a streamlined
system that builds on QUT’s substantial experience in
student evaluation and places a particular emphasis on
student learning.
Following some analysis, QUT has changed a number
of elective scales in the Course Experience Questionnaire
to ensure that QUT results are more consistent with those
nationally. A control group trial of the modified instrument
was undertaken with final-year Law students in second
semester.
Academic staff development

The Sessional Staff Academic Program ran successfully
during 2006; the program has been modified to give
greater prominence to priorities identified in the QUT
Blueprint and the Learning and Teaching Plan 2007–2011.
A more integrated development program for academic
staff (which includes performance planning and academic
promotion components) was developed. The ECARD
Program for the recruitment and support of early career
academics was significantly expanded, with 35 staff
members beginning the two-year course in 2006 and an
additional one-year course developed to begin in 2007.
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Introduction
enrolments by faculty 2006

full-time employment of graduates

grand total 38548

Built Environment and Engineering 5096

90

business 7702

80

creative industires 2501
education 5124
health 5126

70

information technology 2130
interfaculty 3942

60

law 3013
qut carseldine 1165

50

qut international college 226
science 2523
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enrolments by Course level 2006
grand total 38548

20

higher degree (research) 1480
higher degree (coursework) 3638

10

other postgraduate 3408
bachelor 28839
other undergraduate 524
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enrolments by attEndance 2006

QUT

grand total 38548

*Graduates who completed courses in 2005 surveyed in 2006;
QUT’s total positive graduate outcomes for 2005 (including
graduates in full-time study) was 83 per cent.

full-time 24016
part-time 14532
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Objective 4. QUT will foster a dynamic community
of scholarly teachers and a vital culture of the
scholarship of teaching.
Carrick Institute

The Carrick Institute rewards and supports excellent
teaching and the scholarship of teaching nationally.
QUT’s outstanding performance across the Carrick
Institute’s programs in 2006 places the University as a
national leader in developing a dynamic community of
scholarly teachers:
•

•

•

•
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QUT staff were awarded eight national teaching
citations in 2006. This result placed QUT second among
Queensland universities, top of the ATN universities,
and in the top 25 per cent of universities nationally.
Professor Des Butler (Law, Economics, Business and
Related Studies) and Dr Sylvia Edwards (Physical
Sciences and Related Studies) received prestigious
Carrick awards for Australian university teaching;
QUT’s overall performance was equal third nationally.
QUT won three of the 11 fellowships awarded by the
Carrick Institute in the inaugural round: Professor Sally
Kift and Professor Helen MacGillivray won two of the
three senior Carrick fellowships (valued at $330 000
each), while Professor Erica McWilliam won one of eight
associate fellowships (valued at $90 000).
QUT won two Carrick Institute leadership for excellence
grants and is an equal partner in two others. The grants
are for projects on cultivating the roles of associate
dean and course coordinator (Deborah Southwell with
UNSW and Charles Darwin University); disciplinary and

cross-disciplinary mathematics and statistics support
in Australian universities (Professor Helen MacGillivray);
developing the Australian Law Postgraduate Network;
and building academic leadership capability at the course
level (ATN initiative).
QUT Schemes

The QUT Teaching Fellows Scheme continued in 2006 with
11 new fellows appointed. The scheme rewards excellence
and commitment in university teaching and enables the
expertise of QUT’s best teachers to be disseminated
to their school/faculty and to the broader University
community.
The Academic Summary Project, which draws together
performance measures for academic staff members
and their supervisors, was scoped and funded for
development.
An end-of-year celebration recognised excellent
performance by QUT teachers, with 30 awards presented.

Opportunities for enhancement
in learning and teaching
The Teaching and Learning Priority Projects continue
to address areas identified for improvement in QUT’s
thematic review of teaching quality and support and its
AUQA report (both completed in 2005). Ten projects
are managed directly from the office of the Deputy
Vice-Chancellor (Academic) and organised around four
programs:

on Course Experience Questionnaire (CEQ) indicators in
large courses in Education, Health, and Business. These
results are to some extent attributable to statistical factors.
However, a concerted effort to improve CEQ scores,
particularly through the Teaching and Learning Priority
Projects, will result in time in improved outcomes in the
CEQ survey and have a positive impact on the University’s
results in the 2008 LTPF round.

Performance against learning
and teaching KPIs

•

Closing the loop on student evaluation of teaching

•

Academics’ continuing professional learning

•

The first-year experience
Strengthening real-world learning.

A graphical representation of QUT’s performance against
the KPIs appears on page 10.

QUT’s outcomes in the controversial national Learning
and Teaching Performance Fund (LTPF) exercise were
disappointing and no funding was received in 2006.
Despite some minor changes for the 2007 round, QUT
is unlikely to do better until 2008, largely because of the
two-year lag effect in the data used. One factor behind
this performance has been relatively poor performance

QUT fell short of its student load targets for Indigenous
and socioeconomically disadvantaged students.
Nevertheless, retention and completion for Indigenous
students are strong relative to other universities. An
expanded and better targeted scholarship scheme can
be expected over time to increase the number
of socioeconomically disadvantaged students.

•

The University exceeded its targets for high-achieving
(OP1 and OP2) Year 12 students and for total Year 12
students entering undergraduate courses, reflecting
concerted recruitment and course development activity,
including expanded Dean’s scholars programs. QUT had
the highest market share of QTAC first preferences, but
the number of first preferences fell short of the target,
consistent with a decline in student demand across the
sector and a buoyant labour market. The overall studentstaff ratio continued to improve but was slightly higher
than the target.
Targets were not met for ‘positive outcomes’ in the
Graduate Destinations Survey (GDS) and for ‘overall
satisfaction’ in the Course Experience Questionnaire (CEQ).
The University recognises that more work needs to be done
to reach these targets. This work will include the current
focus on responding to student evaluation of teaching and
on strengthening real-world learning. The University also
implemented a new process for responding to GDS and
CEQ data within the quality assurance cycle during 2006.

Dr Sylvia Edwards of the Faculty of Information Technology won
a 2006 Carrick award for excellence in teaching in the field of
Physical Sciences and Related Studies.
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Research and
Introduction
innovation plan
Professor Arun Sharma, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research and Commercialisation)

Highlights
•

•

•

•

•

QUT was ranked fourteenth among Australian
universities in the value of Australian Research Council
(ARC) discovery projects ($4.1 million) awarded in 2006
for commencement in 2007, fourth in ARC linkage
projects ($4.1 million) awarded in 2005 for 2006, ninth
in ARC linkage projects ($2.6 million) awarded in 2006
for 2007, and twelfth in new National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC) grants ($2.7 million) awarded
in 2006 for 2007.

The Faculty of Science’s Professor Judith Clements
(a member of the Institute of Health and Biomedical
Innovation) was named as one of Australia’s top 10
medical researchers by the NHMRC in 2006 for her work
on prostate cancer.

•

QUT performed strongly in attracting ‘Smart State’
funding from the Queensland Government, including
$3.1 million for the Mackay Biorefinery plant project,
and grants to support the QUT-Microsoft eResearch
Lab, as well as projects on biofuels, security and safety,
technology-enabled workforce, smart services, and next
generation mainports. The University also attracted a
Smart State Senior Fellowship (Professor Zee Upton),
a Smart State Postdoctoral Fellowship (Dr Mark Harrison),
and seven Smart State PhD scholarships.
QUT’s international research income rose from
$2.6 million in 2005 to an estimated $5.8 million in
2006, an increase of 123 per cent. This income includes
funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation of
US$2.8 million to support Professor James Dale’s work in
developing bananas with increased micronutrient content
for African countries.

•

Income from consultancy, professional education and
conference services totalled an estimated $16.2 million
in 2006, an annual increase of 43 per cent.

•

QUT concluded negotiations during 2006 with the
China Scholarships Council on a joint capacity-building
project for up to 40 new Chinese PhD students to enrol

QUT’s commercialisation company, qutbluebox Pty
Ltd, was established during 2006 with Mr Michael
Finney, former Vice President (Commercial Development)
IMBcom, appointed as founding CEO.
QUT is a member of a consortium of universities
and research organisations seeking to establish in
Queensland a world-class translational biotechnology
research institute, which would include a facility for small
scale production, and pre-clinical and clinical testing of
new biopharmaceuticals.

Outcomes and schievements against objectives
of 2005 –2009 Plan

The Faculty of Health received funding of $2.2 million to
establish a QUT-based Dementia Collaborative Research
Centre. QUT is also a core participant in three new
Commonwealth-funded Cooperative Research Centres,
those for Smart Services, Rail, and Spatial Information,
approved during 2006, and of the ARC Centre of
Excellence for Complex Dynamic Systems and Control,
based at Newcastle, which was extended until 2010.

•

•
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QUT’s total research income for 2005 increased by
29 per cent over the 2004 level to $36.7 million and early
data indicates further substantial annual growth during
2006 to around $45 million. The percentage increase in
2005 was the strongest among the three Brisbane-based
universities and well above the average sectoral increase
of 17 per cent and the ATN average of 14 per cent.

at QUT each year from 2006 to 2008. Both QUT and the
Council will invest more than $8 million over the life of
the agreement, which is one of only three between the
Council and Australian universities.

Objective 1. Impact. QUT research and development
will systematically translate into high value-adding
products, services and public policy, including
international outreach.
High-impact research received an enormous boost
through the official launch in October 2006 of the Institute
of Health and Biomedical Innovation (IHBI). IHBI brings
together more than 500 researchers from the Health,
Science, and Built Environment and Engineering faculties
to focus on user-led and transdisciplinary research
projects that will typically have a beneficial impact in
the medium term. The year also saw the consolidation
of QUT’s three other research institutes—Information
Security Institute (ISI), Institute for Creative Industries and
Innovation (iCi), and Institute for Sustainable Resources
(ISR)—as important vehicles for transdisciplinary,
high-impact research.
QUT is a core participant in a bid led by James Cook
University to establish an Australian Institute of Tropical
Health and Medicine in Queensland. The facilities in
Cairns, Townsville and Brisbane will focus on tropical
public health facilities, non-communicable diseases in
the tropics, rural and remote health research, Indigenous
health research, and vector-borne disease.
A number of individual projects exemplify QUT’s success
in fostering high-impact research in partnership with
industry and community groups during the year:
•

The Airport Metropolis: Managing the Interfaces is
the title of a successful Australian Research Council
linkage grant in which the faculties of Business and Built

Executive Director of the Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation,
Professor Ross Young, in front of the new IHBI building at Kelvin Grove.

Environment and Engineering are lead partners. The
grant is the culmination of a unique partnership between
QUT and Brisbane Airport Corporation that has involved
researchers across the University in addressing technical,
environmental and financial issues related to operating
a contemporary airport complex. The ARC grant will
take this work further by investigating the changing role
of airports and their relationship with cities and other
transport hubs. The $2.2 million project also involves other
Australian airports, Schippol Airport in the Netherlands,
the University of New South Wales, Delft University
of Technology, and the University of North Carolina’s
Kenan-Flager Business School.
•

•

•

The Faculty of Law actively pursued research program
linkages during 2006 with University research institutes
and the Institute for Ethics Governance and Law, which is
affiliated with the United Nations University. The Faculty
was also successful in obtaining a Commonwealth
Systemic Infrastructure Initiative grant of $1 million to
support the innovative work of Professor Brian Fitzgerald
in developing new protocols for electronic research.
QUT’s Centre for Accident and Road Safety–Queensland
received a renewed commitment of funding totalling
$9 million over five years from its industry partner,
the Motor Accident Insurance Corporation.
The Faculty of Health received funding of $2.2 million to
establish a QUT-based Dementia Collaborative Research
Centre. QUT is also a core participant in three new
Commonwealth-funded Cooperative Research Centres,
those for Smart Services, Rail, and Spatial Information,
approved during 2006, and of the Newcastle-based ARC
Centre of Excellence for Complex Dynamic Systems and
Control, which was extended until 2010.
The University also continued its emphasis on
disseminating the benefits of its applied research through
consultancy, commercialisation and training:

•

Diversionary Therapy Technologies Pty Ltd was
established in November 2006 as a joint venture between
the QUT-based Australasian CRC for Interaction Design
and local investors to commercialise a new diversionary
therapy device that significantly reduces pain during
wound-dressing changes for burns victims.

•

The Faculty of Health secured more than $14 million
during 2006 in forward consultancy business and

maintained and began new community engagement
projects in China, Vietnam and Indonesia as well as
domestically. Notable examples include the Q-Health
Leadership Project (jointly with the Faculty of Creative
Industries), the Eastern Australia Dementia Training Study
Centre at QUT, two major knowledge transfer projects in
palliative care education funded by the Commonwealth
Department of Health and Ageing ($2.7 million and
$8.5 million), and development of a major in emergency
health and risk management in the Master of Public
Health in response to strong demand from Asia.
•

The Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering won an
AusAID contract of $600 000 to offer training in property
economics and valuation in Indonesia, and introduced
a new offshore program, the Masters in Engineering
Management, in conjunction with CAD-IT Consultants
Asia in Singapore.

•

The Faculty of Education’s Centre for Learning Innovation,
along with the ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative
Industries and Innovation, EIDOS, the Queensland
Studies Authority, and the Institute for Creative Industries
and Innovation, jointly sponsored the Learning, Literacy
and Leadership Conference during 2006.

•

ISI was successful in creating new projects for the
CRC for Smart Internet Technologies jointly with the
Queensland Government.
During 2006, 63 patents were filed (up from 45 in 2005)
and three were issued (the same as in 2005).

•

Objective 2. Excellence. QUT will be recognised for
novel, world-class research and research training in
selected thematic areas.
QUT achieved substantial increases in research income
and improved its research ranking relative to other
Australian universities:
•

QUT’s research income in 2005 totalled $36.7 million,
representing an increase of 29 per cent from the previous
year and placing QUT eleventh among Australian
universities for total research income. Preliminary data
indicates that total research income for 2006 will exceed
$45 million.
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•

•

QUT lodged 349 applications to major national
competitive grant schemes in 2006, with a success rate
of 21 per cent (73 successful applications) consistent with
success rates across the sector.
QUT was ranked ninth nationally in 2005 for both higher
degree research completions and weighted research
publications; figures for 2006 have yet to be finalised.

The University hosted a number of distinguished visiting
researchers and conferences during 2006:
•

Professor Toby Miller, Professor of English, Sociology
and Women's Studies, and Director of Film and Culture
at the University of California, was a guest of iCi and
the ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries,
and a Queensland Government Smart Returns Fellow,
during April-May. During his visit to QUT, Professor Miller
conducted public lectures, which were well attended by
academics, students, professionals, and industry and
government partners.

•

ISI hosted national workshops on stream ciphers and
hash functions, and on identity management, as well as
the National e-Health Privacy and Security Symposium
(ehPASS 2006).

•

ISR hosted a successful visit by the Dean of Earth
Sciences and Professor of Environmental Science from
Stanford University, which added considerably to the
profile of the Institute and QUT.
The annual Social Change in the 21st Century conference,
hosted by QUT Carseldine/Humanities and Human
Services, continued to attract national interest.

A number of individual and group achievements in
research excellence were recognised during 2006:
•

•

Professor Judith Clements of the Faculty of Science
and IHBI was named as one of Australia’s top 10 medical
researchers by the NHMRC for her work on prostate
cancer.
Professor Stuart Cunningham of the QUT Creative
Industries Faculty was elected President of the Australian
Council for the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences.

•

Two students from the Creative Industries Faculty were
awarded post-doctoral fellowships at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and the University of Westminster.

•

The collaboration between QUT and Brisbane Airport
Corporation (see page 21) won the award for best
national Research and Development Collaboration at
the Australian Business/Higher Education Round Table
Awards.
Ten researchers from iCi presented at the prestigious
International Communication Association conference in
Dresden on topics ranging from new media for greenfield
residential developments to creative industries in China.

•

•

Objective 3. Capacity. Research and research
training capability of individual staff and the
University will be maximised.
QUT continued its commitment to investment in people
and infrastructure to boost research capacity during 2006.
By the end of 2006, 23 new professorial appointments had
been funded from the University research budget: 16 from
the Capacity Building Scheme, two from IHBI, and five
from the Strategic Partnerships Link. Professors appointed
under the Capacity Building Scheme had, as at December
2006, earned $5.5 million in Department of Education,
Science and Training (DEST) grants, and $635 000 in nonDEST grants.
The University also made other significant investments in
research capacity during 2006:

Professor Judith Clements of the Faculty of Science and IHBI,
whose research into prostate cancer was named as one of the top
10 projects funded by the National Health and Medical Research
Council in 2006.
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•

QUT led the development of e-Grad School (Australia), a
Commonwealth-funded online resource bank for research
higher degree students, which includes the Graduate
Certificate in Research Commercialisation for PhD
students, offered in association with ATN partners.

•

Some 39 per cent of applications (and approximately
19 per cent of successful applications) to the ARC
Discovery Scheme were submitted with an early career
researcher as the principal investigator.

•

Research capacity building Professor Allan Luke has
been hosting successful early and mid-career researcher
development workshops for colleagues in the Faculty
of Education.

From the Vice-Chancellor

QUT’s research flagship, the Institute of Health
and Biomedical Innovation (IHBI), brings
together some of the world’s finest minds
in science, bio-engineering, health and
biotechnology to work on global health
problems. More than 500 researchers from
across the faculties of Science, Health, and
Built Environment and Engineering focus on
DNA-based diagnostics, disease prevention,
injury rehabilitation, tissue bio-regeneration
to aid burns victims, vision improvement and
plant biotechnology.
The Information Security Institute (ISI)
builds real information security solutions for
government, business and the community
through research in technology, legal,
policy and governance issues. Formed as
a collaborative research undertaking of the
faculties of Built Environment and Engineering,
Business, Information Technology and Law,
ISI consolidates the already acknowledged
expertise that QUT has developed in all aspects
of information security over the past 15 years
and will play a leading role in research in
the area of safeguarding Australia.
The Institute for Creative Industries
and Innovation (iCi), aims to be a global
hub for excellence in creative innovation,
innovation policy, and creative human
capital. Establishing a whole-of-university
institute exploits expertise in disciplines like
creative industries, law, business, design, IT,
and education. It promotes interdisciplinary
collaboration in an area where QUT already
has acknowledged international research
leadership.
The Institute for Sustainable Resources
(ISR), uses living laboratories—real projects
developed with industry across a range of
sectors—as a research hub to deliver sustainable
growth and renewable resource solutions to
Queensland and other tropical and subtropical
communities. Unprecedented growth, both in
South-East Queensland and across the AsiaPacific, is placing unsustainable demands on
natural, built and human resources, requiring
innovative, transdisciplinary responses.

•

•

IHBI invested in future research potential via a number of
schemes, including IHBI Postdoctoral Fellowships, and
financial support to ensure continuity of appointment
for talented researchers; for example, Professor Michael
Dunne was awarded a $4.2 million grant over four years
to continue his public health work in Vietnam.
The Faculty of Law introduced a new unit, LWB497
Advanced Research Project, to encourage
undergraduates to take up research degrees after
graduation.

Opportunities for enhancement
in research and innovation
Internationalisation of research

Building on QUT’s success during 2006 in generating
international research income (up by 123 per cent
over 2005 levels to $5.8 million) will be a challenge
for the future. During the year an increased number
of applications were submitted to overseas granting
agencies, but the success rate remains low. Some
strategies to further internationalise QUT’s research
activities include:
•

Partnering strategies with prominent US institutions.

•

A focus on the Middle East as a potential recruiting
ground for research students and for other collaborative
research activities; this focus was developed during 2006
through activities such as QUT participation in the Saudi
Distinguished Scholars program (involving 30 higher
degree research scholarships sponsored by the Saudi
Government), links with the Council for Arab-Australian
Relations, membership of the Australian-Arab Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, and the visit by the Dean
of Graduate Studies to Saudi Arabia to recruit research
students.

•

Collaboration between the Division of Research and
Commercialisation and three QUT faculties on recruiting
PhD students in India.
Promotion of the China Scholarships Council
scholarships, which in 2006 were awarded to 11
Chinese students, to attract a strong applicant list of
approximately 60 for the round closing in April 2007.

•

University Research Institutes

Consolidating arrangements to ensure the efficient
operation and performance of the four research institutes
will be a focus in 2007. During 2006, baseline data and
KPIs were established for each of the institutes to provide
a mechanism for monitoring progress from 2007. The new
position of Executive Support Officer (University Research
Institutes) will coordinate administrative functions across
the four institutes.
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Associate Professor Ashantha Goonetilleke and Prasanna Egodawatta
of QUT’s School of Urban Development at work on a project to evaluate
the quality of stormwater run-off at Brisbane Airport. The project is part
of the award-winning research partnership between QUT and Brisbane
Airport Corporation.

Establishment of a commercialisation model

In November 2006, a Chief Executive Officer was
appointed to lead QUT Innovation Pty Ltd, which was
renamed qutbluebox Pty Ltd. This position will be critical
in leading QUT’s efforts to commercialise the results of
its research.
Research Quality Framework

In November 2006, the Minister for Education, Science
and Training announced that the Research Quality
Framework (RQF) exercise would commence in April
2008. The advent of the RQF essentially signifies a shift
in emphasis for the funding of university research, from
a quantity-based formula to one based on quality. This
shift will have a major impact on the research agenda
for QUT in the foreseeable future. Planning for the first
round has been underway during 2005 and 2006, and
an RQF Repository has been established to capture
the information necessary to address RQF guidelines.
Comprehensive information sessions are planned for
University staff during 2007.

Performance against research
and innovation KPIs
The estimated 2006 total research income of $45 million
will easily exceed the target of $36.6 million.
QUT’s 2006 higher degree research (HDR) student load of
840 failed to reach the stretching target of 951. However,
this result represents a significant increase on the 2005
figure of 783, and does not include international HDR
student load, which has increased significantly to 169.
HDR completions in 2006 are expected to be between 210
and 225 (compared to a target of 233 and an actual total
of 213 in 2005).
The satisfaction score for the Postgraduate Research
Experience Questionnaire in 2006 was 58.6 compared to a
target of 55.0.
Figures for weighted research publications will not be
finalised until mid-2007, but indications are that the
significant growth in publications recorded in 2004 and
2005 will continue.

Benchmarking activities
During 2006 QUT participated in the international
component of the ATN trial for the Research Quality
Framework exercise. A domestic benchmarking exercise,
conducted during 2005, was reported on in the 2005
Annual Report.
IHBI and the Queensland Institute for Medical Research
(QIMR) benchmarked a range of operational and
development activities. However, the extreme differences
in the business and funding models mean that the data will
not inform IHBI benchmarks directly. The IHBI Biostatistics
Model and Implementation Plan 2006–2008 has involved
informal benchmarking with eight other national and
international research institutes.
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This hand-held device, developed by the QUT-based Australasian
Centre for Interaction Design, allows young children undergoing
painful treatment for burns to immerse themselves in colourful
interactive adventures. The device significantly reduces pain scores
during treatment.

people and
Introduction
culture plan
Dr Carol Dickenson, Registrar

Highlights
•

The work of individuals and organisational units at QUT
was recognised through awards that reflect a supportive
and people-centred culture, including an Order of
Australia Medal to the Careers and Employment Manager
for developing new knowledge in careers management,
and the title of Mature Age Employer Champion to
the Human Resources Department by the Australian
Department of Employment and Workplace Relations.

•

A record 1491 students benefited from total payments
of $4.7 million under the range of equity scholarships and
bursaries available at QUT. An impact survey confirmed
the scholarship recipients were less stressed, had more
time for study, exhibited improved retention, and felt
gratitude towards QUT.

•

QUT’s status as an Employer of Choice for Women
was renewed by the Department of Employment and
Workplace Relations.

•

The proportion of women in the senior staff group
(academic staff level D and above, professional staff
above level 10) reached 33.3 per cent in March 2006.
The proportion of female professors (level E and above)
increased to 29.3 per cent in 2006 from 25.2 per cent
in 2005.

•

Equity projects funded in 2005 through grants of more
than $90 000 were completed during 2006; the outcomes
of these projects will be showcased in 2007.

•

QUT won the Queensland advertising industry award
for the most successful long-term campaign across all
sectors for its ‘Graduate Success’ media and web-based
campaign.

•

The highly successful QUT Career Mentor scheme,
which pairs final-year students with industry mentors,
was expanded to more than 640 pairs.

•

Total funds raised through the QUT Development Office
of $24.7 million exceeded the target of $20 million. This
figure includes a $15 million donation by The Atlantic
Philanthropies for the Centre for Physical Activity, Health
and Clinical Education at the Kelvin Grove Urban Village.
The year also saw a growth in notified bequests to QUT.

•

Community engagement was a major focus during the
year with the launch of the Engagement Incentive Fund
that provided $150 000 for eight engagement projects
across the University, a program of visits by international
engagement experts, and the preparation of a major
engagement publication to be launched in 2007.
A motivational CD-ROM and accompanying website
were developed by QUT Equity Section to encourage
high-school students from low socioeconomic
backgrounds to attend university; 35,000 copies of the
CD-ROM were distributed to schools across Queensland.

•

Outcomes and achievements against
the 2005 –2009 plan
Objective 1. Quality and Diversity. Strengthen QUT’s
enrolment profile by increasing the proportion of
the student body from low income and Indigenous
backgrounds.
In the context of a buoyant labour market and static
demand for undergraduate places, it has been difficult
to meet targets for recruiting and retaining students from
equity groups. Total low-socioeconomic status (SES)
enrolments declined marginally by 0.5 per cent to
2250 EFTSL or 14 per cent of the total student population
in 2006. However, low-SES students represented
14.7 per cent of total commencing enrolments in 2006.
The number of students from low-SES backgrounds is
falling nationally, and it is unlikely that the University will
reach its target of increasing the proportion of low-SES
students to 17 per cent by 2010. However, it is gratifying
that low-SES students exhibit a success rate comparable
to that for all students.
QUT’s expanded equity scholarship scheme will continue
to address students in real need (rather than a ‘postcode’
cohort). Efforts to recruit more low-SES students included
a doubling of campus visits by high-school students
from target schools through the Q-Step program, special
scholarships for students from low-income high schools,
the distribution of 35 000 copies of a motivational DVD for
years 10, 11 and 12 students, and special arrangements
with The Smith Family.
Commencing Indigenous student enrolments increased
from 0.9 per cent of total enrolments in 2005 to
0.98 per cent in 2006. Total Indigenous student
enrolments, however, decreased slightly to 255, or
1.1 per cent of total enrolments, against a target of
354 (and an actual total of 270 in 2005). Nevertheless,
retention and completion rates for Indigenous students
were strong. With continued focus in this area, the target
of increasing the proportion of Indigenous students to
1.5 per cent of the total student population by 2010
appears attainable.
The University took steps to ensure multiple and flexible
entry paths for prospective students from low-SES and
Indigenous backgrounds, including OP bonuses for
approved Q-Step applicants and encouragement
of applicants for equity scholarships to apply for
Q-Step entry.
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Broaden QUT workforce profile by implementing
equity-based strategies with targets of:
•

	Indigenous staff to be 2.65 per cent of the workforce
by 2007

•

young people to be 8 per cent of the workforce
by 2007

•

50 per cent of the senior staff group to be female
by 2010.

Indigenous staff represented 1.2 per cent of the (noncasual) QUT workforce at 31 December 2006. QUT’s
Indigenous Employment Strategy was the first such
university strategy to receive funding through the
Commonwealth Structured Training and Employment
Project. In late 2006 the Indigenous Academic Recruitment
and Development Program was launched, with eight
positions advertised as part of a one-year cohort
development program. While numbers of Indigenous staff
are growing steadily, the number of Indigenous academic
staff is still low (34).
In January 2006, 6.4 per cent of QUT professional staff
were aged 24 and under. QUT’s Youth Employment
Strategy (YEStrategy) aims to increase the number
of ‘entry level’ employment and career development
opportunities for young employees at QUT.
In 2006, under the YEStrategy:
•

Thirty young people were offered employment at QUT,
with 27 accepting positions

•

A marketing DVD and monthly newsletters were
developed for young QUT staff and their supervisors

•

A bid under the Queensland Government Breaking the
Unemployment Cycle/Public Sector Employment Program
contract secured $114 000 in funding to support relevant
QUT projects

•

Four young staff members were sponsored for Rotary
Youth Leadership Awards (including one who was
accepted as leader for the 2007 program)

•

Three intensive pre-employment programs were offered,
including a Certificate 1 in Business

•

Two intensive programs for Coorparoo Secondary College
students at risk were held
Preparatory work began for three apprenticeships in
the Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering, the first
apprenticeships to be offered at QUT for more than 10 years.

•

The proportion of female staff in the senior staff group
reached 33.3 per cent in 2006, close to the 2006 target of
34.6 per cent. The steady improvement in the percentage
of senior women reflects efforts over the past decade,
including targeted development programs, changes to the
academic promotion scheme, and integration of ATN and
QUT gender equity programs. QUT has its own Women in
Leadership program and contributes regularly to the ATN
Women in Executive Development network.
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QUT Careers and Employment Manager Col McCowan was
awarded an Order of Australia Medal in the 2006 Australia
Day honours list for his internationally recognised work in
career development.

Objective 2. Scholarship. Promote a culture
of scholarship which guides the academic and
professional work of the University in a global
environment by encouraging and supporting all staff
to engage in relevant scholarly and professional
activities.
Staff development in 2006 had a particular focus on
building leadership capacity among professional,
academic and senior staff through ‘by invitation’ programs
for staff nominated by their executive dean or head of
division. Professional development programs such as the
Strategic Leadership Program have included reflective,
critical and creative thinking leadership activities.
The Leading in the New Era Program was held for the third
time in 2006 and attended by 31 senior or near-senior
staff. The program aims to accelerate the development
of leaders through modules aligned with QUT’s strategic
aims and objectives.
Encourage and reward excellence by developing
reward, recognition and review programs for staff in
all areas as measured by improved Employee Opinion
Survey staff perceptions of reward and recognition.
Following the 2005 Employee Opinion Survey, which
showed improved perception of staff recognition (increase
of 5 per cent over the 2002 response), recommendations
to strengthen the reward and recognition culture were
endorsed by the Vice-Chancellor in 2006 with a range of
initiatives to be implemented during 2007.

Objective 3 : Supportive Environment. Foster a sense
of belonging and wellbeing in staff and students.
Students

QUT continued its commitment to expanding the range
of financial support measures to low-income students
by offering more than 1491 scholarships or bursaries
(worth $4.7 million) in 2006 through the Commonwealth
Learning Scholarship Scheme, QUT Equity Scholarship
and Bursary Scheme, and Access Scholarships. The
University contribution of $1.3 million to funding this
support exceeded the target of $1 million. A survey of
new scholarship recipients in 2006 confirmed the results
of the 2005 survey that scholarship holders reported less
stress, more time for study, and gratitude to the University;
retention rates were also higher than average for these
students.

QUT continued its commitment to eliminating
discrimination, harassment and bullying across the
University through:
•

training for managers/supervisors on effective grievance
management

•

awareness-raising for all staff and students on rights and
responsibilities and grievance processes

•

a special focus on sexual orientation and gender identity
issues
recruitment and training of discrimination contact officers
in all faculties and divisions.

•

Objective 4. Partnership and Engagement
Engagement was a major focus for QUT during 2006,
with the implementation of the QUT Engagement Strategy
developed in 2005 including seeding grants under the
Engagement Incentive Fund and the development of a
QUT engagement publication.

Student welfare was also central to a number of other
programs and actions:
•

Expansion of the East-West Program, which provides
opportunities for international and domestic students
to interact

•

Input by the Division of Administrative Services and the
QUT Student Guild to the First-Year Experience Program

•

•

Encourage and support staff to develop partnerships
across organisational and geographical boundaries,
as well as to engage with domestic and international
communities by
•

An increased contribution by the University to student
services, particularly in welfare support and international
student services, following the implementation of voluntary
student unionism
•
Continuing improvements to the student orientation
program, including a special rural orientation day and mailout of an Out of Towners Guide to 4000 non-urban students.
Staff

Following a trial of exit surveys for staff leaving the
University in 2005, exit surveys will be linked to future EOSs

•

A focus on workload allocations and review in new
professional and academic staff enterprise agreements will
address the decrease in staff satisfaction with workloads
and flexible work practices identified in the 2005 EOS
The Human Resources Department assisted units across
QUT to address EOS results through presentations on
matters such as managing workloads and staff rewards.

•

The Welcome to QUT orientation program for new staff
continues to be improved, with a particular focus on online
resources; the three sessions held in 2006 were attended
by 162 new staff.

QUT developed new partnerships and built on existing
partnerships, including the following highlights:
The Brisbane Airport Corporation-QUT partnership was
the basis for a successful ARC linkage grant and earned
the Research and Development Collaboration Award at
the 2006 Australian Business/Higher Education Round
Table Awards.

•

A new academic position of Associate Professor/
Professor in Innovation Management sponsored by
the Robert Bird Group was secured.

•

The Motor Accident Insurance Commission renewed its
support of the Centre for Accident Research and Road
Safety–Queensland, with a commitment of $9 million
over five years.

•

The QUT Development Office secured support of
$4 million for projects in Vietnam over four years from
The Atlantic Philanthropies.
The fourth year of the partnership between QUT and
the Cherbourg State School included an artist team from
Cherbourg enrolling in a Creative Industries MA program,
Cherbourg pupils leading a workshop in Melbourne, an
in-school book production, and the launch of a video
about the Melbourne workshop in Queensland by
the Governor.

During 2006 the University continued to address issues
identified in the 2005 Employee Opinion Survey (EOS):
•

increasing the number of networks/partnerships
which align with University priorities

•

To aid staff communication, 10 issues of the University
newspaper were produced and the Vice-Chancellor
addressed staff on major sectoral and institutional issues
in the annual campus presentations.
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•

creating opportunities for staff and students
to become involved in community engagement
activities in a global environment

The Engagement Incentive Fund provided $150 000 of
seed funding in 2006 for nine projects to build sustainable
community partnerships in:
•

Student engagement—a student-led project providing
opportunities for students to build their graduate
capabilities and employability through projects with
community partners

•

Global engagement—a partnership with a peak NGO to
publish data on youth drug use in Asia

•

Regional engagement—Equipment Technology Services
partnership between IHBI and the Cerebral Palsy League’s
technology development group to benefit rural and remote
communities by providing affordable mobile technology to
cerebral palsy sufferers
Professional engagement—Learning Lab Coalition and
Sustainable South-East Queensland Portal, projects that
will enhance QUT’s external networks and position the
University as a knowledge leader in priority research areas.

•

Leading the debate on community-university
engagement
Challenging Boundaries: Perspectives on CommunityUniversity Engagement (QUT, 2007) is a
groundbreaking contribution to an increasingly
important conversation in Australian higher education.
This short book is grouped around six thematic
essays that address some of the academic literature
surrounding engagement and its relation to teaching,
research and community service. Each essay is
supported by relevant case studies and vignettes that
highlight QUT’s distinctive engagement contributions.
Some of the themes addressed include the emergence
of an engagement agenda from different institutional
histories, the questioning of traditional disciplinary
boundaries in engaged research and scholarship,
and engagement with the workplace and other
educational institutions in creating transitional
pathways for students.
The book was produced during 2006 as one of
the major outcomes of the 2005 engagement review.
It will be available in mid-2007 from the QUT website at
http://www.qut.edu.au/commun/combusgov/.

•

providing opportunities for community groups
to engage with the University, as measured by
increased usage of University facilities

More than 117 000 visitors attended QUT Precincts
exhibitions and events, representing an overall increase of
18.5 per cent on 2005 attendances. These visitors included
21 705 at the Creative Industries Precinct (an increase of
46 per cent) and 95 676 at the Gardens Point Cultural
Precinct (an increase of 14 per cent).
Partnerships with external groups also resulted in significant
and creative use of QUT facilities:
•

A MOU was signed with Beijing Film Academy based on
new media exhibitions at the Creative Industries Precinct
(May 2006) and in Beijing (December 2006).

•

QUT played a significant role in the 2006 Brisbane Festival
with an experimental focus at the Creative Industries Precinct
including new works by QUT staff, students and alumni
(Accented Body, Deep Blue, Intimate Transactions, and
Unspoken) and the major international drama production of
the festival, DollHouse, at the Gardens Theatre.
International events included the celebration of Europe Day,
German Week, and the exhibition New Japanese Painting
in the 1990s.

•

•

assisting alumni to develop a lifelong relationship
with QUT

More than 4000 guests attended alumni functions held
throughout the year in Brisbane, Sydney and overseas.
Eleven international alumni events were held with 425
alumni attending.
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Two issues of the alumni magazine Links were mailed to
alumni as well as a regular electronic newsletter.

Opportunities for enhancement
in people and culture

Objective 5. Future Readiness. QUT will cultivate
a culture of continuing personal and career
development by regenerating the workforce in
line with identified workforce capabilities and
composition.

The introduction of voluntary student unionism has created
a number of issues that the University will need to address
in maintaining services to its students. The University has
commissioned an external consultant to review its student
services provision, and the outcomes of this review will
inform future actions.

Staff development

Addressing the results of the 2005 Employee Opinion
Survey will continue to be a challenge, particularly in
designing and delivering professional development
programs, building a culture of client service, embedding
workforce capabilities, and contributing to research
leadership development.

The Human Resources Department collaborated with
other training providers within QUT through the Staff
Development Network, particularly in developing a single
2007 QUT Academic Development Calendar. Some major
staff development activities during 2006 included:
•

The Team Leadership and Strategic Leadership programs
for professional staff were completed by 38 staff with
strong representation across most faculties and divisions.

•

The Early Career Academic Recruitment and
Development (ECARD) Program was significantly
expanded, with 35 early-career academics beginning
the two-year course in 2006 and a new one-year course
developed to begin in 2007.

•

The Leading in Your Career Program for mid-career (level
C) academics was further developed with 23 academics
from all faculties participating in activities focused on
cross-disciplinary engagement, career regeneration,
and academic portfolio development.
A one-day off-site workshop was held for all 56
academics participating in development programs from
Level B to Level D. Ten capability-building professors
also attended the workshop to assist in the professional
development of staff at these levels, which will be crucial
to the University’s future research capacity.

•

Benchmarking activities
The QUT-sponsored Universities HR Benchmarking
Program measures all Australian universities against
performance indicators in areas such as academic
promotion, recruitment, staff turnover, unscheduled
absences, and professional-academic staff ratios.
The 2006 benchmarking exercise identified a number
of issues for QUT:
•

QUT has one of the highest professional-academic staff
ratios among Australian universities.

•

QUT attracts more than the average number of job
applications, although the University is following the
sector trend with a decline in numbers of applications.

•

QUT has had a steady increase in voluntary employeeinitiated turnover.
QUT’s absentee rate is above the sector average.

•

Workforce planning

During 2006 the University Workforce Plan 2007–2009,
which provides direction and strategy to guide the
development of workforce plans at a faculty and divisional
level, was refined. The plan provides clear guidelines
for faculty and divisional managers in exercising their
devolved authority to create ongoing academic positions
at levels A–E and professional staff positions.
To supplement regular age-profile reports, an age
modelling tool was developed to monitor the impact of an
ageing workforce on work areas. The tool models
the impact of different age scenarios on the staff profile.
A report on how the University may manage an ageing
staff profile was prepared for distribution to managers.

QUT’s Division of International and Development
participated in a number of benchmarking activities
relevant to community engagement during 2006:
•

A project sponsored by the Australian Universities
Community Engagement Association (AUCEA) to
develop shared performance indicators for community
engagement

•

EIDOS roundtable on the establishment of national
indicators for engagement

•

International benchmarking at the Portland International
Service Learning Conference

•

The development of an opinion-leading publication,
Challenging Boundaries: Perspectives on CommunityUniversity Engagement, which explores best practice
models for community engagement and highlights QUT
examples of engagement for increased visibility and
benchmarking purposes.
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Finance and
Introduction
infrastructure Plan
Peter Sullivan, Executive Director (Finance and Resource Planning)

Highlights
•

QUT further improved its strong financial position, with
an operating surplus of $20.19 million in 2006 and net
assets growing during the year by $97.1 million to
$828.1 million.

•

Major infrastructure development during 2006 included
the opening of the Institute of Health and Biomedical
Innovation building, the completion of the Student
Learning Support Centre at Kelvin Grove for opening
in early 2007, and the beginning of construction on the
Centre for Physical Activity, Health and Clinical Education
within the Kelvin Grove Urban Village.

•

Improved load management and budget development
and review processes were introduced to support the
University’s governance and resourcing decisions.

•

Effective use of QUT Key Performance Indicators and
the QUT Corporate Performance Report helped to guide
decisions about the University’s future.

•

The University’s Asset Management Plan provided the
framework for jointly funded projects on QUT land at the
Kelvin Grove Urban Village and initiatives of the Strategic
Space Management Project to progressively improve the
appearance and efficient use of QUT spaces.

•

Continued reforms in core financial processes and
systems, including those undertaken as part of the
Commonwealth-funded Financial Improvement Project,
improved business processes and supported University
planning and resource allocation.

•

Integration continued of planning, budgeting,
performance management and risk management in
support of QUT Blueprint aspirations.

•

Delivery of a broad range of financial, payroll and
information services was reviewed within a context of
improved service outcomes and accountability.
University governance and financial management
practices were supported by review and audit activities.
The University’s accounts were completed in a timely
manner and remain unqualified.

•

Outcomes and achievements against objectives
2005 –2009 plan
Objective 1. Sustainability and Development. QUT
will grow a sustainable resource base that supports
the University’s ambitions and priorities.
Work continued during 2006 on a number of policies and
systems to more closely align the University’s strategic
ambitions with its resource allocation processes:
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•

The transition to a fully integrated planning and budgeting
methodology using accrual accounting and a modified
Relative Funding Model (RFM) was completed. The
repositioned RFM has delivered greater integration
between planning and resourcing priorities in support of
the QUT Blueprint, and established financial incentives
for strategic behaviour at all levels of the University. The
University’s Consolidated Budget and Asset Management
Plan is being developed within this framework.

•

The integration of the QUT Blueprint with budget and
capital planning processes was improved through the
revision of several finance-related key performance
indicators (KPIs) for the ongoing review cycles, including
the identification of faculty and divisional KPIs in line with
the University’s top-level plans.

•

Work continued on improving the delivery of
performance-related reports via QUT Corporate
Reporting. The University’s Corporate Performance
Report was produced each quarter, outlining performance
against KPIs.
Following a review of QUT’s internal audit activity in 2005,
Assurance and Risk Management Services (formerly
Internal Audit) took over responsibility for coordinating
QUT’s risk management and business continuity
planning activities. The integration of planning and risk
management continues through the alignment of risk
management with the planning and reporting framework
at all levels.

•

The University’s financial result (discussed on page 31)
contributed to building a solid resource base for the
future. The University has a commitment to building
external research income, diversifying revenue sources,
and increasing revenue from fees and charges to reduce
reliance on Australian Government funding in the long
term. Research income increased substantially during
2006, and the University continues to invest in research
capacity building as the basis for increasing research
revenue in future years. The proportion of funds derived
from government sources in 2006 was 60.2 per cent,
slightly in excess of the targeted 60 per cent. This
outcome in part reflects QUT’s success in earning
research-related revenue from government sources as well
as the classification of student contributions (HECS-HELP)
as Australian Government funds for statistical purposes.

Objective 2. Financial Management. Resource
allocation and deployment will support the strategic
ambitions and priorities of the University, achieve
maximum productivity and comply with governance
obligations.

•

The net assets of the University at the end of 2006 totalled
$828.1 million, an increase of 13.3 per cent or $97.07 million
over 2005. This improvement is largely attributable to the
favourable operating surplus and the revaluation of land,
buildings and infrastructure, reflecting the considerable
increase in building construction costs in South-East
Queensland in recent years. The value of existing land and
building increased by $184.22 million or 42 per cent.

Financial management at QUT has improved considerably
over recent years with a changed financial reporting
framework, a greater emphasis on asset management, and
a focus on building a solid base of physical and financial
resources. Consistently high operating surpluses over the
past four years have bolstered the University’s financial
strength and established the foundations for significant
investment in strategic initiatives.

Several projects were initiated to improve the financial
management skills of staff across the University, particularly
in dealing with basic services such as payroll timesheets and
reimbursement of work-related expenses. These projects
will complement the University’s Finance Business Services
Improvement Program and are expected to yield resource
benefits across the University into the future.

The outcome for the 2006 financial year, based on draft
financial statements, is for an operating surplus of
$20.19 million, representing an operating margin of
4 per cent. Cumulative results for the past five years
compare favourably with other Australian universities.

Objective 3. Infrastructure (Physical and Virtual).
QUT will be characterised by an integrated
infrastructure which supports and facilitates
QUT’s high-quality learning and teaching, research,
business support and community needs.

Total revenue for the year was $503.3 million, an
increase of $27.1 million or 5.7 per cent on the 2005 year.
The increased revenue was primarily driven by strong
returns from the Queensland Investment Corporation of
$23.80 million and the securing of additional competitive
research grants:
•

Revenue from the Australian Government was
$302.90 million, an increase of $18.15 million on 2005
reflecting additional competitive research grants and
increased revenue from Commonwealth-supported
student places.

•

Revenue from State and local government was
$4.81 million, a slight increase on the 2005 figure of
$4.05 million.

•

Fees and charges revenue of $94.49 million was up
slightly on 2005 ($92.7 million), reflecting increased
revenue from fee-paying domestic award and non-award
students slightly offset by a decline in overseas student
fees as a result of a slowing in the international student
market.
Miscellaneous revenue generated from sources such
as investments, consultancies, commercial activities
and donations amounted to $82.15 million, which was
$4.66 million more than in 2005. The increase reflects
higher revenue from consulting and contract research of
$5.29 million.

•

The QUT Asset Management Plan underpins the
development, implementation and maintenance of the
University’s physical and virtual assets in support of the
objectives of the QUT Blueprint. Consistent with the plan,
the 2007–2011 capital program will deliver approximately
27 000 square metres of additional usable floor area, which
will increase the overall provision to 6.7 square metres per
student compared to the 2006 figure of 6.6 square metres.
During 2006 the University spent $109.8 million on
capital projects (including $69 million on major projects),
approximately $5.1 million and $6.1 million on the deferred
and general maintenance programs respectively, and
$5.9 million on minor works projects. This expenditure
represents a major commitment to high-quality infrastructure.
Major capital works underway during 2006 include the
following projects, all at Kelvin Grove:
•

The Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation (IHBI)
building, which was completed and occupied mid-year

•

The Student Learning and Support Centre, which was
partially occupied in December
The Centre for Physical Activity, Health and Clinical
Education—construction commenced on this $70 million
project incorporating QUT’s public health clinics, an indoor
swimming pool, sports courts and gymnasium as well as
the blood-processing facilities for the Australian Red Cross.

•

Expenses for the year totalled $483.07 million, a
$47.57 million increase on 2005:
•

Employee benefits increased by $22.92 million, reflecting
growth in research-related activities, the costs associated
with the early retirement scheme ($8.7 million), and salary
increases resulting from enterprise bargaining.

•

Savings and cost containment in repairs and maintenance
of facilities are a continuing feature of the University’s
solid operational management.

Provision for long service leave liabilities increased to
include all on-costs.
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The new Student Learning and Support Centre
at Kelvin Grove brings together learning
facilities for students and accommodation
for student support staff.

Opportunities for enhancement
in finance and infrastructure

In conjunction with government and commercial partners,
QUT contributed to the considerable development of
the Kelvin Grove Urban Village during 2006, particularly
through the opening of the IHBI building and of retail
facilities in the village centre. Construction continues on
several sites, including residential projects for the Brisbane
Housing Company and townhouses. Following the
formalisation of land transfers between the Queensland
Department of Housing and QUT, and the resolution of
some environmental issues, ground works for the village
commenced mid-year.
In September QUT appointed CRI Australia as the
preferred developer for the land known as Lots 2, 3 and
5 at the Kelvin Grove Urban Village. This development
will provide additional accommodation for the Creative
Industries Faculty as well as 45 000 square metres to
50 000 square metres of commercial office and retail
space. Construction is expected to commence in 2007,
with the Creative Industries Faculty facilities ready for
occupation at the beginning of the 2009 academic year.
The 2006 facilities condition survey identified a 26 per cent
improvement in the University’s combined maintenance
and compliance backlog, compared with the 2001 survey
findings. While the maintenance component of the backlog
increased by a modest 12 per cent (to $22.6 million), there
was a 66 per cent reduction in compliance liabilities
(to $5.9 million).
Recognising its community leadership role, QUT reduced
its average monthly water consumption by 41 per cent
(or 13 000kL/month) in 2006 as a result of a systematic
approach to water management. The University met
the Queensland Water Commission’s level four water
restriction targets almost a year ahead of schedule.
Virtual Infrastructure developments are reported separately
under the QUT IT Strategy.
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The ongoing implementation of major projects funded
by the Commonwealth Workforce Productivity Program
will continue to be a key focus. Financial systems
developments provide the opportunity to improve
business process efficiency and accountability in areas
such as invoice scanning, electronic approval and
revenue management. The Strategic Space Management
Initiative will integrate space usage and planning into the
University’s planning, load and budget processes.
Consistent with the Finance and Infrastructure Plan
2007–2011, and taking into account recent change
initiatives, priorities for 2007 include:
•

ensuring that the University can support the aspirations
articulated in the QUT Blueprint while maintaining a sound
financial position

•

ensuring that the University’s resources are deployed and
used effectively within desired budgetary and financial
targets, and in full compliance with accountability and
governance requirements

•

continued implementation of the University’s performance
management system based on KPIs in support of the
QUT Blueprint

•

increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of systems
and core business activities to enhance client service and
accountability

•

review and continuous improvement of systems and
training to ensure optimal use of all University resources

•

continued activity to improve access to all University
facilities
additional work to ensure compliance with building codes
and workplace health and safety.

•

An internal disability access audit completed in early 2006
recorded $11.3 million of non-compliances and identified
the need for new passenger lifts, disabled toilets, buildingaccess ramps as well as a significant number of minor
non-compliance issues. The University is working to
address these issues.

Assets
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QUT regularly benchmarks its performance across a
range of financial indicators against that of the Australian
higher education sector as a whole, the ATN universities
and the Go8 universities. Indicators benchmarked include
operating margin, liquidity ratio, cash and investment
balances, economic dependency, and employment costs
as a percentage of revenue. These, along with QUT’s
other Key Performance Indicators, are reported on a
quarterly basis in the Corporate Performance Report.
This report provides a strategic assessment of QUT’s
financial performance and allows the University to respond
quickly to any challenges or opportunities. Benchmarking
data is included in all published budget documentation.
The majority of performance indicators are being met.
Those that are not are critically reviewed and taken
into consideration as part of the regular monitoring and
planning process.
Benchmarking is also used across a range of other
domains including research performance, space
availability and usage, and facilities management data
to guide the University in its resourcing considerations.
Many of the University’s benchmarking practices have
been recognised by independent review agencies as being
among best practice in the sector.
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The physical infrastructure of the University is
benchmarked using Department of Education, Science
and Technology sector-wide benchmarks. QUT also
participates in sector-wide benchmarking activities with
more than 50 institutions under the Tertiary Education
Facilities Management Association, including areas such
as maintenance, waste management, energy consumption,
security, parking and water consumption.
The QUT Bookshop compares very favourably in an annual
survey by the Australian Campus Booksellers Association
of campus bookshops’ operating results.
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QUT exceeded 2006 targets for two of the four financial
KPIs identified in the QUT Blueprint: operating margin was
4 per cent (target of 2.5 per cent) while employment costs
as a percentage of revenue were 56.8 per cent (target of
59.1 per cent). As noted above, the University marginally
failed to reach its target for economic dependency on
government funds (60.2 per cent against a target of 60 per
cent) largely as a result of success in gaining government
research grants. The 2006 liquidity ratio of 2.2:1 fell short
of the target of 3.1:1, but this result has been affected by a
change in application of accounting standards.

Other expenses
Depreciation and amortisation
Repairs and maintenance
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It vision and
Introduction
strategy
Professor Tom Cochrane, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Technology, Information and Learning Support)

Highlights
•

The IT Strategy was reviewed in 2006 to articulate a
refined set of planned actions to better support QUT’s
role as a university of technology and revised QUT
Blueprint goals. Relevant activities in 2006 by faculties
and divisions included exploring the use of technology
to facilitate better relationships with internal and external
partners and continuing development of infrastructure to
support eResearch.

•

Work began on introducing the University’s new
StudentOne student management system during 2006
through a requirements analysis conducted in conjunction
with areas across the University.			

•

Following a tendering process to replace the University’s
Online Teaching System in 2006, the new QUT
Blackboard system will be introduced in a staged manner
during 2007.

•

•

•

•

publications were added to the ePrint repository in 2006.
Use of the University’s high-performance computing
facilities and the access grid, which supports international
collaborative research, continued to grow with three new
access grid projects undertaken during the year.
Under a new cross-disciplinary support model for QUT’s
four research institutes introduced during 2006, highperformance computing staff and liaison librarians work
together to provide information resources and computing
and information management expertise. The Institute
of Health and Biomedical Innovation (IHBI) recruited an
information manager to aid researchers throughout the
research cycle. The QUT Library trialled several new
databases in 2006 including the Gartner.com database,
a world-leading resource in IT strategic information.
2.

The development of ‘wireless’ computer access
continued, with a strong take-up by staff and students,
particularly at the Gardens Point campus. The number
of wireless users peaked at just under 5000 in October
2006, and usage trebled between January 2005 and
January 2006.

IT strategies to strengthen teaching and learning in
2006 included further refinement of the Evaluations
Management System, which provides an online platform
for student evaluation of teaching and units, and the
decision to replace the University’s Online Teaching
System with the Blackboard learning management system,
which will be introduced in a staged manner during 2007.

The University approved a proposal for alumni to have
access to the QUT ePortfolio for life from the beginning
of 2007, enabling all graduating students to have lifetime
access to QUT’s ePortfolio and Résumé Builder tools for
career management.

The use of QUT Virtual as the primary portal for students
and staff to access a range of services continues to grow
with an overall increase in the number of sessions for most
months in 2006—for example, 14 per cent and 26 per cent
increases in June and September 2006 in the number of
sessions over the same months in 2005. QUT’s investment
in spaces which allow ‘wireless’ access to computer
systems has contributed to a substantial increase in the
number of unique wireless users, which peaked at just
under 5000 in October 2006 (including approximately
4000 students).

A new data centre at Kelvin Grove provides recovery
capability in the event of a disaster at the Gardens Point
data centre and has contributed to reducing IT service
recovery times by approximately four days.
QUT has the capacity to substantially expand the
number of internal telephone extensions following a
telephone upgrade that introduced internal extensions
with five digits and replaced the 3864 prefix.

Outcomes and achievements against
objectives of the strategy

3.

The University’s IT Vision and Strategy (to be known from
2007 as the IT Strategy) is constructed around the five
goals of the QUT Blueprint.
1.
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Strengthen our ‘real-world’ positioning in teaching and
research through better partnerships across internal
and external boundaries
A number of projects during 2006 used information
technology to build partnerships across internal and
external boundaries:

Build our research in selected areas
QUT continues to be a national leader in using information
technology to build research capacity. The University’s
eResearch strategy was approved by the appropriate
committees in 2006. The ePrints policy, which provides
open access to research papers produced by QUT staff,
was also revised during the year. A total of 671 research

Strengthen our reputation for quality teaching
and learning and provide among the best learning
environments in Australia

•

Under a proposal approved during the year, all graduating
students from 2007 will have lifetime access to the QUT
ePortfolio and Résumé Builder, which are sophisticated
online tools to allow individuals to collect and organise
material for career development.

The 24-hour computer lab
in the Student Learning
and Support Centre at
Kelvin Grove.

•

A proposal was approved to develop a combined website
as a portal for services provided by the divisions of
Administrative Services and Technology, Information and
Learning Support, providing easy-to-access information
about services to key client groups as well as reducing
maintenance costs.

•

Understanding across QUT of the governance and
resource allocation processes relating to IT was improved
through a number of initiatives, including offering training
in project management in conjunction with the Australian
Institute of Management.
Two students from the Osaka University international
student internship program worked with QUT staff to
develop a Bioscience Grid portal, which will give QUT
researchers access to super computing resources
throughout Australia.

•

Considerable work was undertaken in 2006 to improve
access to QUT online resources for researchers based
in other organisations across Queensland, particularly
hospitals. An agreement with the University of Queensland
has enabled QUT researchers working in these
organisations to have the equivalent of broadband speed
access back to QUT.
4.

The Federated IT Leaders Group, Information Technology
Consultative Group and the Standard Operating
Environment Program Steering Committee continue as
effective means for developing policies and standards
for IT administration at QUT.
The University’s purchasing policy and associated financial
advisory documents were changed in 2006 to allow for
the consideration of Open Source Software (OSS) options
when purchasing software. An OSS community of practice
was established along with a ‘sandpit’ area for staff to test
open source software.
Data Architecture

Work continued in 2006 on improvements to ensure the
integrity of the University’s data architecture, including the
definition of roles for the new access provisioning system
and development of a new integration tool to document
data dependencies between corporate applications.

Integrate technology into our teaching, research,
business support functions and infrastructure

During 2006 the time taken to process new clients or
changes to client details was reduced from overnight to
one hour. A repository of identities has been established
so that new staff, students and visitors are matched
against existing clients to identify current or prior
relationships with the University, in this way creating a
foundation to provide holistic services to clients.

IT governance

Communication network

QUT’s Asset Management Plan (AMP) and associated
governance processes, including the Physical and Virtual
Steering Committee, provide well-established criteria for
allocating funding for virtual infrastructure in accordance
with University priorities. The Project Registry records
information on current IT projects, including those funded
from the AMP (IT) budget. During 2006 the scope of the
Project Registry was expanded to encompass reporting
on Business and Service Improvement Program projects,
some of the teaching and learning projects funded by
the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic), and projects
funded by federal grant monies such as the Workplace
Productivity Program and Capital Development Program
initiatives. The University’s Project Management
Framework has been further refined to improve sections
relating to benefits realisation, to align with the University’s
Risk Management Policy, and to include templates to
improve information about projects.

Wireless coverage continued to expand during 2006,
while a process for establishing a resilient ring of fibre
cable to strengthen the communication network between
all campuses will be completed in 2007.
A significant upgrade to the University’s telephone
numbering system took place in October, with five-digit
internal extensions giving QUT the capacity to increase
the number of extensions to meet demand over the next
five years.
IT capacity

A new data centre at the Kelvin Grove campus, to form
part of a larger disaster recovery plan, was opened in
the second half of 2006. The $2.5 million facility is a
showcase, with dual power supply to all IT equipment
supported by battery backup and generator for power
outages, state-of-the-art fire detection and suppression
systems, and a non-water-dependent programmable
air-conditioning system. The centre provides recovery
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capability in the event of a disaster at the Gardens Point
data centre and has contributed to a reduction in
IT service recovery times by approximately four days.
The new Learning Management System will be one of
the first major systems to be hosted from the new site.

Technology Strategy 2007–2011 was adopted for
implementation during the year. It emphasises the ongoing
developments which will transform the way the University
is experienced by its community by:
•

harmonising and refining IT developments that are built
around the ‘customer’ during their progression through
the student lifecycle, supported by consistent, singlesource, data architecture

•

sustaining graduate and alumni access to approved
systems and data, including the ePortfolio
engaging staff and students in an increasingly self-service
online environment designed to streamline and simplify
the University’s business processes.

Integration of IT support services

Separate staff and student helpdesks were merged
in February 2006 to provide a one-stop shop for all IT
support. A new section, Integrated Help Services, was
formed to provide high-quality first-tier help services to
students and staff. Service and staffing synergies under
the integrated service model are anticipated over time.
5.

Develop environments that foster and reward
high-quality scholarship and that build a sense
of community
The virtual environment fosters scholarship and
contributes to a sense of community by improving
communication and providing access to information.
The University’s intranet, QUT Virtual, saw substantial
growth in the number of individual sessions during 2006.
March 2006 proved to be the most active month in QUT
Virtual’s history, with students and staff opening nearly
one million sessions, a 27 per cent increase from March
2005. An upgrade of QUT Virtual during September 2006
provided a more stable platform for ongoing service and
future developments and closer alignment with QUT’s
corporate image. Other improvements to QUT Virtual
during 2006 included the establishment of a separate
portal for research students, improvements to access
administration, extensions to the student ePortfolio
system, and the development of a mentor system and
other enhancements to student placement systems.
The use of the University’s wireless service has expanded
from 600 accesses in January to almost 5000 individual
logins in October as wireless infrastructure and knowledge
of the service increased through the year. The biggest
uptake occurred between March and May with an increase
of 223 per cent over the same period in 2005, but usage
climbed steadily all year. Another spike is expected to take
place in early 2007 when additional access points will be
installed and more new students use laptop computers.
Wireless access will be established between Griffith
University and QUT through the Eduroam standard as part
of the ongoing collaboration between the two universities.

Opportunities for advancement
in information technology
The IT Vision and Strategy was revised in 2006 to
produce a more succinct and strategic document firmly
aligned with the revised QUT Blueprint and informed by
recommendations arising from the University’s Business
and Service Improvement Program. The Information
36

•

Benchmarking activities
CAUDIT IT Benchmarking–national

The Director IT Services and a number of IT Services
section managers contribute to the ongoing development
of Australian university IT service benchmarks through an
initiative of the Council of Australian University Directors
of IT (CAUDIT). The benchmark initiative focuses on
IT helpdesks, networking, and classroom technology
support. QUT scored comparatively strongly in this
exercise during 2006, especially in the area of helpdesk
quality where it was ranked first.
EDUCAUSE Benchmarking (Core Data Survey) –international

QUT participates in this benchmarking process every second
year, including 2006. This much larger benchmarking
exercise covers a wider range of issues than the CAUDIT
benchmark including overall spending, number of staff
supporting different activities, service and facility metrics.
Early data indicates that QUT is performing well. However,
it is too early to draw any substantive conclusions. A notable
area of differentiation is in total open hours of the helpdesk,
with QUT offering the most extended hours among Australian
universities at 115 hours per week.

Performance against KPI relevant
to information technology
The KPI for student technology access (see page 11)
measures the number of students per PC in QUT’s oncampus computer labs, taking into account only those
students seeking to use the labs. The 2006 result against
this indicator was 4.9, easily bettering the target of 6.5,
partly as a result of wider adoption of wireless access and
partly through expanded provision in the on-campus labs.

international
Introduction
strategy
Professor Vi McLean, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(International and Development)

Highlights
•

Total international student enrolments in 2006 increased
by 3.5 per cent over 2005 levels, and commencing
international student load of 1598 exceeded the KPI
target of 1457.

•

International research income and higher degree
research enrolments increased substantially in 2006,
laying a strong platform for the continued development
of an international scholarly environment.

•

Participation in the Student Exchange Program, which
gives QUT students the chance to study overseas as part
of their degree programs, increased substantially by
38 per cent during 2006 to 163 students.

•

New international partnerships in 2006 included an
agreement between the Beijing Film Academy and QUT’s
Creative Industries Faculty for new media exhibitions in
Brisbane and Beijing, and a contract with the Jiangsu
Education Department for the QUT Faculty of Education
to offer the Master of Education (TESOL) in China.

•

QUT successfully re-engaged with AusAID, resulting in
16 new international scholarship students commencing at
QUT in 2007.
More than 60 faculty and divisional staff involved in
international issues attended the University’s inaugural
International Planning Workshop in August 2006.

•

Outcomes and achievements against
the strategy
Objective 1. To create an international scholarly
environment
Develop and nurture an internationalised staff at QUT
Internationalised staff are a feature of the QUT community
and staff are encouraged to engage internationally in their
areas of scholarship. Activities conducted in 2006 to foster
an internationalised culture within QUT included:
•

Participation by QUT researchers in major international
conferences, including the INTI International Congress
in Malaysia and the International Communication
Association in Dresden

•

Participation on booths sponsored by the Australian
Technology Network and the Queensland Government
at the European Association for International Education
event in Basel, Switzerland

•

Participation on international committees and regional
reference groups

•

A program of lectures and seminars by international
speakers, including Alan Olsen, an education consultant
based in Hong Kong, and Scott Sheppard, AEI Minister
Counsellor, Beijing

•

Presentations and forums on international issues, and
training in cross-cultural matters, for QUT staff.
Prepare Australian students to live and work globally
The QUT Student Exchange Program, which encourages
Australian students to study overseas, attracted 163
participants compared to 118 in 2005. The program was
supported by $150 000 for student exchange bursaries
with about two-thirds of bursaries supporting students
undertaking short-term programs in Asia.
Embrace opportunities for engagement of
international students both onshore and offshore
QUT continues to concentrate on onshore engagement
with international students while pursuing carefully
selected opportunities offshore. In 2006 students from
83 countries were enrolled at QUT. QUT International
College continues to provide a significant pipeline to
undergraduate programs, with the number of students
transferring from College academic and English language
programs increasing by 4 per cent during 2006.
The second year of the East-West Program provided
further opportunities for international and Australian
students to share experiences and develop friendships
through a range of cultural activities, workshops
and events.
Engagement with international students offshore continued
through a number of initiatives, particularly partnerships
between overseas educational institutions and the Health
and Education faculties.
Promote research as high quality, high impact
and internationally informed
QUT’s success in developing international research
capacity is indicated by substantial increases in the
number of international students enrolled in higher degree
research programs (169 in 2006 compared to 131 in 2005)
and in total international research income ($5.8 million in
2006 compared to $2.6 million in 2005).
International training programs conducted by the Office
of Commercial Services provide opportunities for
marketing QUT’s research interests. A QUT mission in
April–May to the Middle East profiled QUT’s achievements
in health and biomedical research, while the Faculty of
Health organised the inaugural International Nursing
Research Summer School to foster research and training
linkages particularly in Asia.
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The Hanoi School of Public Health is the lead
partner institution with QUT in an ongoing
project to develop curriculum and staff
research and teaching capacity in public
health in Vietnam.

to mount further exhibitions to coincide with the Beijing
Olympics and the Shanghai World Expo.

Promote global perspectives in curriculum and course
development
A major teaching and learning project, Internationalising
the Curriculum: Attending to Cultural Diversity in Teaching
and Learning Across Three Faculties at QUT, was
completed in 2006 through the Education and Creative
Industries faculties, and the School of Humanities and
Human Services. The outcomes of the project will provide
a rich body of knowledge to inform curriculum initiatives
across the University.

•

•

Objective 2. To be known for the strength and
relevance of our international connections

More than 100 delegations, involving about 650
international visitors, visited QUT during 2006. Key
overseas missions undertaken by senior QUT staff in 2006
included:

Ensure global recognition of QUT qualifications and
the quality of its graduates
QUT continues to perform well in exercises such as the
2006 Times Higher Education Supplement ranking of
international universities in which QUT was ranked at
number 192 (the second time QUT has made the top
200). The Faculty of Business maintains accreditation with
the three international accrediting bodies of EQUIS (the
European Quality Improvement System), the UK-based
Association of MBAs, and the US-based Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. The Faculty of
Law achieved recognition of the LLB degree for admission
to professional practice by the Bar Council of India.

•

The visit of the Vice-Chancellor to China in November
2006, which included signing agreements with the
Chinese Academy of Social Science and Jiangsu
Education Department

•

The visit by the Vice-Chancellor and Deputy ViceChancellor (Research and Commercialisation) to India in
March and a return visit by Professor Sharma with senior
academic staff in September to foster relationships
The visit of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (International and
Development) to Malaysia in December 2006 to attend the
INTI International University College fiftieth anniversary
celebrations and to visit Asia Pacific University College of
Technology and Innovation.

•

Pursue beneficial international strategic engagements

Foster multi-dimensional relationships with quality
partners to develop rich, deep and enduring ties

During 2006 QUT International brokered a range of new
partnerships aimed at bolstering QUT’s international
strategic engagements:
•

•

•
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A successful bid to participate in AusAID’s Australian
Development Scholarships and Australian Leadership
Scheme resulted in 16 new scholarship students
commencing at QUT in 2007.
An agreement with the China Scholarship Council
program led to 11 new Chinese PhD scholarship students
beginning their studies at QUT in 2006.
A partnership between the Creative Industries Faculty and
the Beijing Film Academy resulted in international new
media exhibitions at the Creative Industries Precinct (May
2006) and in Beijing (December 2006) and a proposal

An agreement was reached between the Faculty of
Education and the Jiangsu Education Department to offer
the Master of Education (Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages) to a significant cohort annually for five
years from 2007.
The Faculty of Education’s partnership with the Malaysian
Ministry of Education has expanded with the negotiation
of a new fully transnational degree program offered at two
teachers colleges in Malaysia.

Thirty-one new international cooperation agreements that
will provide mutually beneficial opportunities were signed
in 2006 including significant new agreements with
•

University of Mannheim, Germany

•

Beijing Normal University, China

•

Hansung University, Seoul, Korea
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, India.

•

Promote opportunities for experimentation within
the broad strategic framework
QUT’s offshore policy, which was finalised during 2006,
requires a solid business and academic case to be
established and the involvement of all relevant QUT
stakeholders before the University commits to an offshore
activity.
Ms Nina Shen’s appointment as QUT’s China
representative ensures that QUT maintains a strong
presence and focus on institutional relationships, research
relationships and QUT’s key feeder institutions in China.
Maximise the relationship with international alumni
In 2006 more than 450 alumni attended overseas
University alumni events in Singapore, Malaysia, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, Norway, China, the United
Kingdom and Indonesia. Alumni volunteers assisted at
recruitment events in Vietnam, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
International alumni also travelled to Australia to participate
in the Australian Universities International Alumni
Convention (AUIAC) and associated QUT events.
Objective 3. To deliver on our international
community responsibilities
Develop an international profile for our community
engagement
Following the comprehensive review of QUT’s community
engagement activities in 2005, the Development Office
coordinated a number of engagement initiatives during
2006, including a focus on international engagement.
Three prominent international engagement experts visited
the University during the year and shared their knowledge
through meetings and seminars involving more than 150
QUT staff:
•

Professor Michael Gibbons, Science Policy Research
Unit, University of Sussex (research quality framework;
engagement and ‘mode 2’ teaching and learning)

•

Dr Steve Johnson, Portland State University (communitybased learning and service learning)
Professor David Charles, University of Newcastle Upon
Tyne (regional partnerships).

•

Promote support for institution building in key areas of
international engagement to facilitate partner capacity
building and growth in human capital
The Faculty of Health secured a $4.2 million grant from
The Atlantic Philanthropies to continue capacity building
programs in public health in Vietnam through educational
institutions in Ho Chi Minh City, Hue and Can Tho.

primary teachers of English as a second language in
Malaysia. A further agreement was reached with MOEM
during 2006 to offer a program for pre-service teachers of
mathematics, science, and design and technology.
Seek opportunities for aid-funded projects,
international consultancies and corporate programs
International consultancies and commercial research
grossed $13.2 million in 2006. During the year the
International Projects Unit within the Office of Commercial
Services secured 12 new international aid projects with a
total value of $2.6 million. Currently QUT is involved in 22
international projects with overseas partners.
The Faculty of Education won new aid-funded
consultancies in the Philippines and Vietnam, with further
prospects emerging in Vietnam. The Faculty of Health has
secured new international projects in China, Vietnam and
Indonesia, including development of a major in emergency
health and risk management in the Master of Public
Health, in response to strong demand from Asia.
QUT’s international corporate programs received a major
boost with the involvement of two faculties in the Shell
Project Academy (details under Learning and Teaching Plan).
Objective 4. Collaborate in University-wide
partnerships to promote the international agenda
Clarify roles, responsibilities and working
relationships between key international committees
at both University and faculty levels
The inaugural International Planning Workshop was
conducted by QUT International to provide information
and guidance to faculty staff, and to develop an integrated
suite of international engagement and recruitment plans.
The completed faculty plans were incorporated into the
University’s International Engagement and Recruitment
Plan and endorsed by executive deans, International Policy
and Strategy Committee and Vice-Chancellor’s Advisory
Committee for implementation in 2007. The faculties
also agreed to commencing load targets for international
students.
Develop an internal management structure that
ensures coordination of international activities and
builds quality assurance into all endeavours
QUT International underwent a restructure during 2006 to
align its staffing and functions more coherently. The new
structure includes regional marketing teams with specific
responsibilities for regions/countries and a close alignment
with the regional reference groups, and a new eMarketing
services team.

The Faculty of Education continued its highly successful
partnership with the Ministry of Education Malaysia
(MOEM) to provide a four-year link degree program for
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Benchmarking activities

In 2006, the faculties of Built Environment and
Engineering, Information Technology, and Law each
appointed an assistant dean with responsibility for
international activities. The Faculty of Science is recruiting
for a similar position.
Encourage the creative use of information and
communication technologies to enhance international
engagement
The International Strategy Information System (ISIS)
website provides a comprehensive suite of international
information to the QUT community and receives around
5000 hits per month. The ISIS Agent Management
System was developed in 2006 to consolidate a number
of separate commission payment processes into a single
database that will enable reporting on the total cost of
international student recruitment. The system will be
launched in February 2007.
Pursue a culture of sophisticated international
engagement which addresses regulatory requirements
and is supported by appropriate staff training,
administrative systems, reward structures and
support services
The suite of staff training and reward schemes during
2006 included:
•

workshops and forums focusing on specific countries,
regions or schemes (including China, Germany, Malaysia,
the Middle East and Australian Government scholarships)

•

‘Representing QUT Offshore’ training sessions

•

special sessions on the impact of the changes to the
Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS)
National Code
University, faculty and divisional reward and recognition
schemes for international recruitment and engagement staff.

•

The Australian Universities International Directors’ Forum
(AUIDF) conducts an annual benchmarking study on five
specific aspects of the international operations
of Australian universities:
•

costs of the international office as a proportion of
on-campus international student revenue

•

staffing of admissions

•

costs of recruiting for key overseas source countries

•

conversion rates from applications to offers to
commencements
structure of the international office.

•

QUT is well placed in these areas and is reviewing its
overall costs in recruiting international students in line with
University strategic planning.
IDP Australia reports each semester on international
enrolments by country, state and university. Other
benchmarking processes relevant to QUT’s international
activities include:
•

annual review by Global Reviews of the QUT International
website, including benchmarking of the site against 20
international university sites

•

comparisons of fees charged for QUT degree programs
and by QUT International College against the cost of
similar programs in the university and private sectors

•

accreditation of QUT International College English
language programs through the National ELICOS
Accreditation Scheme
other processes for International College programs
including the comparison of performance of graduates
of pathways programs against other students, and
benchmarking of foundation programs.

•

Performance against international KPI
Opportunities for enhancement
in international strategy
The University continues to confront a challenging market
for international students, and has revised targets for
growth in student numbers downwards to 2 per cent in
2007 and 2008. The target of 4 per cent growth in 2009
can be achieved through sustained recruitment efforts and
a partial market recovery.
The International Strategy was refreshed during 2006
following the revision of the QUT Blueprint and the revised
strategy informed the development of the International
Engagement and Recruitment Plan (IER) Plan. The IER
Plan will help the University to identify priority activities to
achieve the recruitment and engagement components of
the international agenda and incorporates performance
indicators consistent with the University’s top-level
strategic plans.
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The QUT Blueprint KPI relevant to international students
(see page 10) is for commencing international student
load: the 2006 figure of 1598 substantially exceeded
the target of 1457. However, consistent with sector-wide
trends, this figure is down on the 2005 result of 1634,
the third consecutive annual fall.
A total of 3033 international students were enrolled at
QUT in 2006 compared to 2930 in 2005, representing an
increase of 3.5 per cent and exceeding the International
Strategy target for growth in load. The growth in QUT
International College enrolments, particularly in pathways
programs, has contributed to QUT’s overall increase in
international student load. Over the year student load at
the College increased by 14 per cent, with a 33 per cent
increase in enrolments in English language programs.
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